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Joe Nowak
Staff Reporter
john Carroll University tuition will increase 5.8 percent next year, according to
John Gladsrone, dean of admissions and
financial aid. Tuition will be $13,883.
Room and board will increase two percent to $5,662. This is the first increase in
room and board since a 1.8 percent increase
for the 1994-95 school year.
Next year's combined total of $19,545 is
a 4.7 percent increase from this year. It 1s a
rota 1increase of $873.
jon Ivee, vice president of business and
chair of the finance and audit committee,
said John Carroll has consistently made a
conscious effort to keep costs down and
that next year's increases were mevitable.
"It IS important to remember that more
aid is given out annually, and as scholarshipsincrease,sodoestuition," hesaid. "Operating costs are also going up and with no
tuition hike, salaries can nor go up en her."
Gladstone said the school is very aware
of the uncertain economic situations faced
by many of today's families, and he satd the

Tom O'Konowftz
Editor
The Student Issues Committee issued a
report on its investigation of "questionable
activities" of several JCU representatives
sur rounding the nationalJUSTICEconvention in San Franc isco.
The report, written by Student Issues
Committee Co-chair joe Whalley, questioned rhe ethics of actions by Student
Union President Dora lice Tavolarioandjunior Class Secretary Jeff Becherer. The allega tions against Tavolario and Becherer were
made l;~st semester by former JUSTICE
Chair Tim Brainard.
According to the report, several conve ntion attendeesconfirmed the allegation that
Tavolario had said in a speech that volunteer group Project Gold was a wing of the
jUSTICE committee. ln fact, Project Gold is
il committee independent of jUSTICE, and
ha never fallen under JUSTICE. One attendee said thar Tavolario's motive for saying that was to make jUSTICE look good,
according to the report.
Tavolario said her statements were misunderstood.and she wasonl y ta Iking about
the posi[lve aspects of Project Gold,accordtn g to the report.
"I think many of you know that I would
neverdoanything intentionally to hurt the
Union or to hun john Carroll's name,"
Tavolario said at last week's SU meeting.
Anorherallegation in the report involves
Tavolario. Brainard alleged that a "monumental injustice" was made in the selection
process of who would go to the jUSTICE
convent ion.
According to Brainard, a fair selection
process was created to determine who
would be the fourth person to goon the trip,
m addnion to Brainard, Tavolario and national chair Dan Bizga. He told the Union
that a name wasalreadyon the plane ticket
before any interviews were held.
Wholley's report stated that several)USTICE mem hers felt junior Chip Ranaletta

News

ews
umvers1ty takes many steps to help those
families cope with the rising costs.
"If the properfinancial aid forms are filed,
the school does everything it can to meet
the students' overa 11 needs," Gladstone said.
john Carroll currently ranks 20th out of
28 jesuit institutions for total costs. The
school is 16thoutof llOhioprivate universities for tuition and fees, according to The

Counselor'sGuide 10 Ohio lndepe ndent Collegesand Universities_
Some Carroll students, though, are not
pleased with the mcreases.
"1don't understand why we have to pay
more next year when the unprovements
that have to be made now, like the heating
sit uation in some of the residence halls, are
not being made," satd sophomore jackie
Root.
Senior Erin Beirne and junior Ryan
Huston said the costs of a Carrolleduca11on
are too h1gh because students are no« seerng
results from this year:S tuinon mcrease.
"I'm not sa[lsfied ove rall ," Betrne said.
"The cafeteria food and dorms need a lot of

on campus next year because of the increase m room and board fees. "My fam1ly
and I are on a strict budget now, and I might
end up being forced to commute," he said.
Director of Residence Life Donna Byrnes
said she does not thmk the additional costs
of room and board will cause more students ro move off -campus.
"!The higher room and board costs! are
of modest increase to say the least," Byrnes
said. "! think most students will stay on
campus because of convenience."
Byrnes also said that living on campus
allows students to enjoy several advantages
not experienced by off-campus students.
iOn-cam pus living]affordsstudents the
opportunity to form solid relationships, be
assertive and understand people different
than themselves," she said. "Students also
do not have to worry about meals or cleaning areas outside their own room."

was the most obvious choice of students to the nanonal convention. He also falsely
attend, as he was "a devoted and long-time claimed to play a role in the reversal of the
Union's $21,000 deficit.
member of JUSTICE."
"I did embellish my credentials.... and
Before Ranaletta was interviewed ,
though,jeff Becherer was told by Tavolario embellish my role a year ago in the budget
that he would attend the trip, and his name crisis," Becherer said at last week's SU meetwas on the fourth ticket, according to ing. "Forthatlamextremelysorry. There is
no justification for what I did , and I will not
Whalley's report.
Tavolario said the process wasn't as fair attempt to give one. It was an ignorant
as it could have been, according to the re- mistake."
He said that the incident was a learning
port.
Tavolario told the Carroll News that she experience for him, and that he would not
put Becherer's name on the ticket only be- allow it to happen again.
Becherer resigned from his position on
cause she wanted to purchase the tickets
while air fares were low. She said she en- the national JUSTICE committee.
Brainard submitted a letter to the Union
sured that the name on the ticket could
this week, pointing out that Becherer rehave been changed.
The name was never changed, and some grets his actions and did what he could to
see JUSTICE, page 3
JUSTICE members said they felt the selection process was bogus, according to the
report. Ranaletta attended the trip through
funds raised by Rev. Dan Reim, SJ.
Whalley's reponalsoquestioned the fact
that Tavolario bought the tickets before having had the purchase approved by the SU
finance committee. "There is a question of
constitutionality in thepurchaseof the tickets," the report stated.
Tavolario told the Carroll News that she
purchased the tickets on her own credit
card in the summer because fares would
have increased if she did not purchase them
and someone might not have been able to
go. She said she would have paid for the
tickets herself if the finance committee did
not reimburse her when they convened in
the fall semester.
Whalley's report stated that "she made
the purchase without the permission of the
finance committee," and that purchases of
more than $100 must be approved by the
committee. The ticket prices totaled nearly
$2,000. The report concluded that this may
be a violation of the SU constitution.
The investigation also found that
Becherer falsely identified himself as his
Students played football on the Quad to ease into the new semester.
classtreasurerduringacampaignspeechat

Fun in the snow ...
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Pugh passes away at 68
Tom O'Konowltz

losophy. But in many of his
classes, he talked about AIDSand
john Pugh leftjohn Carroll Uni- his interests in backpacking, naversity on disability lastspringaf- ture and ecology. Buckley said he
ter 35 years of teaching philoso- considered Pughanexpert in ecolphy. He would have officially re- ogy.
uredjan. l, but he died Dec. 21.
Pugh's ashes were
Pugh was diagnosed with AIDS spread over his garin 1989, buut wasn't until last year den, in which he
that he didn't have enough energy worked for many
or strength to teach. At that time, years. A small porhe said it was his classes that had tion of his ashes will
kept him alive.
be kept in an urn in a
joseph Buckley, professor of memorial room next
philosophy and executor of Pugh's to his former office in
estate, said that Pugh had a peace- the philosophy department. The meful death
"He just slipped away," Buckley morial wi ll alsO insaid. "He had a happy death. He clude a large framed
was at peace with himself and the portrait of Pugh as
world."
well as his doctoral
Buck ley had worked with Pugh degree.
for many years. He said that Pugh
In the near future,
had very high intellectua l stan- a memorial mass will
dards, and was uncompromising be held for Pugh in
the St. Francis
in them.
"He saw philosophy, for him- Chapel.
self,asa way of life," Buckley said.
In addition to teaching, Pugh
He added that Pugh once told a alsowasveryactiveinAIDScounstudent interested ina philosophy seling and information, accordmajor that he should only do that ing to Buckley. He first worked at
rhe Free Clinic
and recently
with the Na"He just slipped away. He
tional Associationof Black and
had a happy death. He was White
Men Together.
peace with himself and
He also was
ve ry active in
the world."
drafting the
joseph Buckley university's response to AIDS,
which was dest
to edu
News Editor

Saferides to continue for now
Saferides, a Student Union transportation service,
will remam available to students for the time being, according to the program 'scha~rpersons. A committee will
meet in February to discuss possible al ternauves to the
program, which was tentatively canceled last semester
because of admimstration concerns about hability
Organization budgets due Feb. I
Any student organization in need of university fund ing for next school year must submit a budget to the Student Umon by Feb. L "I( your budgets aren't m by February 1, your organization will not be considered [for funding\," said Student Union President Doralice Tavolario at
Tuesday's SU meeting. Tavolario said budgets can be obtaineq from Usa Heckman in the Student Life Office.
Student Union lets student s initiate votes
The Student Umon approved a bill last week enabling any student to petition for a school-wide vote on
any topic at any ume. If 15 percent of the student body
signs the pew ion, the topic will go before the entire school
for a vote. Twenty-five percent of students must vote, with
two-th Jrds approving it.
Also. the bil l will enable students to peution for election recall vmes under the same regulations as other votes.
Free concert tomorrow night
Gu itaristjerry Hayes Will perform in the Wolf -n-Pot
tomorrow, Friday,Jan 24,at 7 p m. The concert, sponsored
by Student Activities, is free and open to the john Carroll
commumty.
RA applications due tomorrow
Any john Carroll sophomore or jumor interested in
being a resident assistant next year must submit an application tot he Office of Residence Life by tomorrow, Friday,
jan 24 Applications are due by 5 p.m.

n

Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences by Monday, Feb. I0.
rh c nom //lll tr o n, w h ic h 1~ clue inc he Of f1ce of th e

Small Business Expo for students
Clevela nd's Small Business Expo '97 will be held
Thursday, Feb. 20 from 2 p.m. ro 7 p.m. at Executive
Caterer's at Lander haven. Students will be able to network
wtth small business owners and managers from more than
80 Cleveland companies. Free tickets to the event are avatlable at area Office Max locations.
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ever domg anything
Pugh taught History of Ancient
Greek Philosophy, Philosophy of
the Mind and Introduction to Ph i-

ca re rh c JC U community abou t

the disease and to protect those
students and facultywhohave the
disease.
Pugh spent his entire teachi ng

1978.

He received his doctorate from
Marquette University and his undergraduate degree from JCU.
Dur ing his college years, Pugh
also studied to be a priest in the
Carmelite order, Buckley said.
Pugh also spe nt four years in the
Navy as a medical coreman in
China before the Communist
Revolution.
As a youth, Pugh lived in several cities in the Dakotas, Indiana
and Michigan.
Pugh is sur vived by his brother
Phi I and hissister-i n-law Dee, both
of Riverside, California
set up a trust fund for his
ucations.
"He was a positive infl uence,"
Buckley said. "He always had a
comment about anything under
the sun."

Question: What is the Carroll
News, Alex?
Come and join the fun!! x 4398

continued from page 1
remedy th e situation.
"The other al legations, in my
opinion, are more troublesom e,
and they need to be addressed,"
Brainard's letter stated
Tavolario apologized to the
Union for wrongdoings on her
part and sa1 d she exercised poor
judgement.
any wrongdoin g. Chi justice
james Sull ivan said any student
can press judicial charges against
them, but no one has yet.

In a statement on Tuesday,
Tavola rio said that the Union recognized the wrongdoing, and in
an attempt to correct what was
done, a forma l interview process
will be created to determine delega tes to future j USTICE conventions, a temporary finance committee will be set up in the summer, and Union members will attend ethics seminars.

All you can eat
Superbowl Feast!

only$8
per person
Pre Game at 5 p.m,
Kickoff at 6 p.m.
January 26, 1997

Packers Pizza•Patriot Pasta
Cornerback Calzoni
Sausage & Peppers
Winning Wings
Sideline Salad
NFL Style Games•Prizes
Pizzazz on the Circle
http://www. pizzazzpizza.com
20680 NORTII PARK BLVD.
UNIVERSITY HTS., OHIO 44118
(216) 321-7272 • 321-2741 Fax

Correction
In the "jUST ICE chair resigns" article in the Dec.l2 Carroil News, it was incorrectly reponed th at junior Class Secretary jeff Becherer was accused
of fa lsely identify ing Project
Gold as a wing of the jUSTICE
committee at the national JUS-

TlCE convention in Sa n Francisco Student Union President
Dora lice Tavolario is the person
acc used of making the false
statement, according to a tudent Union report.
The complete story is on
page one.
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Fox 8. "I think anything that will
further understanding can onl y
make students better in their professions.ltcertatnlyisatooltouse
in the workplace."
According to the proposal, admiSSIOn to the program is based
on the applica nr's undergraduate
record, GRE scores, grade potnt
average and at least two letters of
recommendation from undergraduate professors or professionals in the field Schmidt said student should have experience m
journalism and public relations
"It is an extensive program. I
expect most people to do it on a
part -llme basis," said Alan
Stephenson, ac ting chair of the
commun ications department. "It
will be primarily night classes beca use we expect most people in
the program would have gradu ated three to ten years ago."
He said, "We are still waiting
forthefinal blessing, then we will
publicize the program.•

Ohio
Clinic
SKIN CARE

assistant editor
Today at 4.
Carroll News office

DEVELOPING
:::: & PRINTING

Jeopardy!!!!
Category: Losers for $500
Answer: The office that has the
best seat in the house to watch all
the hot babes ( at JCU???) in the
cardio room.

JUSTICE

(!)

News briefs were compiled by Tom O'Konowit;:, news
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"This Will enhance the comm ua tiona! Association of Telev ision
Melinda Janowicz
it y and know ledge. forming a
Staff Reporter
strong background for manage- nications program since the same Arts and Sciences were surveyed
instructors who teach the gradu- about the program, and 63 perThe Faculty Forum has ap- mentjobs.
proved a master's degree program
"The school of business was ates will be teaching the under- cent of the respondents indicated
proposed bythecommunications ve ry helpful in choosing courses graduates as well," said Vickie that they supported the program
de pa rtment; it is now waiting for that wen t well with the program," Harvey, visitingcommunicauons and had an interest in enrolling.
Schmidtsatd the
fina lapproval by Unive rsity Presi- Sc hmidtsaid. The500program, which
dent Rev. john ]. Shea, SJ
level courses includ e
has been in th e
The program, titled Ma ste r of co mmun ic a tion "I certainly think the graduate
making for over
Arts and Com munica tio n Man- cou rse s with sethree years, has reagemen t, will provide advanced quences in public rela- program will broaden a student's
ceived letters of
study in the fields of both man- tions, television and
from mem agement an d co mmunic ation s business.
knowledge and experience while support
bersofthccommuthrough the Boler School of BusiAccording to the
mcations advisory
ness and the department of com- program's proposal, they gain insight into the world."
board , which IS
munications.
the university has reAccording to the proposal, a ceived inquiries and
Bob Rowe, WJW-TV made up of communications prom ~jor goal of the program is to
requests for such a professionals in the
guide students in gaining knowl- gra m. The target popuClevela nd area.
edge and developing analy ti cal lations for the program
"!certai nl y think the graduate
skills that will help them assum e are grad uates of communication professor. "The marketplace is
lead ership roles in their profes- departments wishing to continue changi ng, and a bachelor's degree program will broaden a student's
their ed ucation and people cur- is not enough. Indi viduals need a knowledge and experience while
sions.
According to jacqueline rent ly working in mass media and master's degree to get a better job they gain new insight into the
world," said Bob Rowe, member of
Sc hmidt, chai r of the communi- public relations who want to en- or promotion."
Members of the Public Rela- the advisory board and President
cations department, the program hance thei r backgrounds in comtions Society of America and the and General ManagerofWJW-TV,
will enhance stude nts' credibil- munications and bus iness.

January 26, 1997 Super Bowl XXXI Bash
in the basement of

ed itor

NEWS

Communications department to offer master·s degree
Program awaits final approval by university president

AY!

Senior retreat Feb. 2land 22
Anysemors1 nterested in pan ic ipating in the Senior
Retreat on Feb. 21 and 22 ca n sign up now in the campus
ministry office. The deadline to sign up is Feb. 7.
Russert to s peak at commenceme nt
Tim Russert, host of NBC's Mret the Press and ajCU
graduate, will be thecommenceme nt speake r for this year's
graduation ceremony. Student input was involved in the
selection,according to Se ni or Class President Jamie Morris
at last week's Student Union meeting.

careeratjohnCarrolL He was hired
as an mstructor in 1961. He was
promoted to assistant professor in
1962, and associate professor in

The Carroll News, January 23, 1997
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deep cleansing facial
treatments

therapeutic acne trHDDellts

fKC and bodr waxiog

lab and brow rintins
bodyi!WNF

manicures and pedicures

make-up lc:rvKCI
pre and post operative
skin care
post plastic surgery
camouflage make-up

hair care services
full line of akin .:are and
lll.lkt-up products
gift .:ertificates

216 808-9321
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Pugh passes away at 68
Tom O'Konowltz

losophy. But in many of his
classes, he talked about AIDS and
john Pugh leftjohn Carroll Uni- his interests in backpacking, naversity on disability lastspringaf- ture and ecology. Buckley said he
ter 35 years of teaching philoso- considered Pugh an expert in ecolphy He would have offictally re- ogy.
medjan . l , but he died Dec. 21.
Pugh's ashes were
Pugh was diagnosed with AIDS spread over his garin 1989, but it wasn't until last year den, in which he
that he didn't have enough energy worked for many
or strength to teach . At that time, years. A small porhe said it was his classes that had tion of his ashes wi 11
kept him alive.
be kept in an urn in a
joseph Buckley, professor of memorial room next
philosophy and executor of Pugh's to his former office in
estate, said that Pugh had a peace- the philosophy deful death.
partment. The me"He just slipped away," Buck ley morial will also' insaid. "He had a happy death. He clude a large framed
wasa t peac:ewith htmself and the portrait of Pugh as
well as his doctoral
world ."
Buckley had worked with Pugh degree.
for many years. He said that Pugh
In the near future,
had very high intellectual stan- a memorial mass wi 11
dards, and was uncompromising be held for Pugh in
in them.
the St. Francis
"He saw philosophy, for him- Chapel.
self, as a way of life," Buckley said.
In addition to teaching, Pugh
He added that Pugh once rold a also was very active in AlDScounstud em mterested in a philosophy seling and information , accordmajor that he should only do that ing to Buckley. He first worked at
the Free Clinic
and recently
with the Na"He just slipped away. He
tional AssociationofBlackand
had a happy death. He was White
Men Together.
at peace with himself and
He also was
very active in
the world."
draft ing
the
joseph Buckley university's response to AIDS,
which was deSl&aat' to edu
News Editor

Safe rides to continue for now
Saferides, a Student Union transportation scrvtce,
will remain available to students for the time being, according to the program'schatrpersons A committee will
meet in February to discuss possible alternauves to the
program, which was tentatively canceled last semester
because of administration concerns about liability
Organization budgets due Feb.l
Any student organtzation in need of universny funding for next school year must submtt a budget to the Student Union by Feb.l. "If your budgets aren't in by February 1, your organization will not be constdered [for fund ing!" said Student Union President Doraltce Tavolario at
Tuesday's SU meeting. Tavolario said budgets can be obtamed from Lisa Heckman in the Student Life Office.
Student Union lets students initiate votes
The Student Union approved a bill last week enabhng any student w petition for a school-wide vote on
any topic at any time. If 15 percent of the student body
stgns the petition, the topic will go before the entire school
fora vote. Twenty-five percent of students must vote, with
two-thtrds approving it.
Also, the bill will enable students to petition for election recall votes under the same regulations as other votes.
Free concert tomorrow night
Guitarist jerry Hayes will perform in the Wolf-n-Pm
tomorrO\V, rriday,jan. 24,a t 7 p.m The concert,sponsored
by Student Activities, is free and open to thejohnCarroll
communtty.
RA applications due tomorrow
Any john Carroll sophomore or junior interested in
being a resident assistant next year must submit an appli cation to the Office of Residence Life by tomorrow, Friday,
jan. 24 Applications are due by 5 p.m.

Teaching award nominations taken
Nominations are bei
accepted for the 1997
~~r;Jpaa
· Culiccbia Award £or
L.etm
n
t h e num1 n.w o n , w h1 ch

JS

d ue

10

the Offi ce of th e Dean of

the College of Arts and Sciences by Monday, Feb.lO.
Small Busine s Expo for students ·
Cleveland's Small Business Expo '97 will be held
Thursday, Feb. 20 from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m. at Executive
Caterer's at Landerhaven. Students will be able to network
with small business owners and managers from more than
80 Cleveland companies. Free tickets to the event are available at area OfficeMax locations.

not · rn ~g
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ever domg anything else.
Pugh taught History of Ancient
Greek Philosophy, Phi losophy of
the Mind and In traduction to Phi-

ca re the ) CU co mmun ity a bo ut
the disease and to protect those

studentsandfacultywhohavethe
disease.
Pugh spent his entire teac hing

Newsbriefs were compiled by Tom O'Konowitz, news
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Communications department to offer master·s degree
Program awaits final approval by university president
Melinda Janowicz

"This wtll enhance thecommu- Nar.ional Association of Television
ity and knowledge , forming a
strong background for manage- nications program since the same Arts and Sciences were surveyed
instructors who teach the gradu - about the program, and 63 perThe Faculty Forum has ap- mentjobs.
proved a master's degree program
"The school of business was ates will be teaching the under- cent of the respondents indicated
proposed byrhecommunications very helpful in choosing courses graduates as well ," said Vickie that they supported the program
department; it is now waiting for that went well with the program," Harvey, visiting communications and had an interest in enrolling.
fi na I approval by University Presi- Schmidt said. The500Schmidt said the
program, which
dent Rev.johnj. Shea, Sj.
level courses include
has been in the
The program, titled Master of communtcation "I certainly think the graduate
making for over
Arts and Communication Man- courses with sethree years, has re agement, will provide advanced quences in public rela- program will broaden a student's
ceived letters of
srudy in the fields of both man- tion s, television and
from mem agement and communications business.
knowledge and experience while support
bers of the commuthrough the Boler School of BusiAccording to the
nications advisory
ness and the department of com- program's proposal, they gain insight into the world."
board, which is
munications.
the university has reAccording to the proposa l, a ceived inquiries and
Bob Rowe, WJW-TV made up of com munications prom3jor goa l of the program is to req uests for such a proguide students in ga ining knowl- gram. The target popu- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - fes sionals tn the
Cleveland area.
edge and developing analyucal lations for the program
"I certain ly thin k the graduate
ski lls that will help them assume are graduates of communication professor "The marketplace is
leadership roles in their profes- departments wishing to continue changing, and a bachelor's degree program will broaden a st udent's
their education and people cur- is not enough. Individuals need a knowledge and experience while
sions.
According to Jacqueline rently working in mass media and master's degree to get a better job they gain new insight into the
world .'said Bob Rowe, member of
Schmid t, cha ir of the communi- public relations who want to en- or promotion."
Members of the Public Rela- the advisory board and Prestdent
cations department, the program hance their backgrounds in comtions Society of America and the andGeneralManagerofWJW-TV.
will enhance studen ts' credibil- munications and business.

Staff Reporter

JUSTICE
continued from page 1
remedy the situation.
"The ot her allegations, in my
opinion, are more troublesome,
and they need to be addressed,"
Brainard's letter stated.
Tavolario apologized to the
Union for wrongdoings on her
parr and said she exercised poor

In a statement on Tuesday,
Tavolario sa id that the Union recognized the wrongdoing, and in
an artempt to correct what was
done, a formal interview process
will be created to determine delega tes to future JUSTICE conventions, a temporary finance committee will be set up in the summer, and Union members will attend ethics seminars.

Fox 8. "I think anything that will
further understanding can only
make students better in thetr professions. ltcenainl yisa tool to use
in the workplace."
According to the proposal, admission to the program is based
on the applicant's undergraduate
record, GRE scores, grade point
average and at least two letters of
recommendation from undergraduate professors or professional in the fteld . hm idt said students should have expenence in
journalism and publtc relarions.
"lt is an extenstve program I
expect most people to do it on a
pan -time ba is," said Alan
Stephenson, acting chair of the
communications department. "It
will be primarily night classes because we expect most people in
the program would have graduated three to ten years ago."
He said, "We are still waiting
for the final blessing, then we will
publicize the program."

Correction
In the "JUSTICE chair re signs• article in the Dec.l2 Carroll News, it was incorrectly reponed that junior Class Secretary jeff Becherer was accused
of falsely identifying ProJeCt
Gold as a wing of the jUSTICE
committee at the national JUS-

TICE convention m San FranCisco. Student Union President
Dora lice Tavolario is the person
accused of making th e fa lse
statement, according to a Student Union report.
The complete story is on
page one.

Ohio
Clinic
SKIN CARE

"1c~~~~=~~~~----~c:;;:;;;;., __Judgement.
for "He
th eirwas
collaege
educa t influence,"
io ns.
positive

Buckley said. "He always had a
comment about anything under
the s un."

All you can eat
Superbowl Feast!

Jeopardy!!!!
Category: Losers for $500

Question: What is the Carroll
News, Alex?

NEWS
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a ny wrongdoing. Chief justice
james Sullivan said any student
can press judicial charges against
them, but no one has yet.

assistant editor
Today at 4.
Carroll News office

JlEWElY
HELP WANfE~
Ask for Nick
932.-2.739

January 26, 1997 Super Bowl XXXI Bash
in the basement of

editor

Answer: The office that has the
best seat in the house to watch all
the hot babes ( at JCU???) in the
cardio room.

He received his doctorate from
Marquette Universi ty and his undergraduate degree from JCU.
During his college years, Pugh
also studied to be a priest in the
Carmelite order, Buckley said.
Pugh also spent four years in the
Navy as a medica l coreman in
China before the Communist
Revolution.
As a youth, Pugh lived in severa] cities in the Dakotas, Indiana
and Michigan.
Pugh is survived by his brother
Phil and hissister-in-law Dee, both
of Riverside, California
Pugh set up a trust fund for his

AY!
IZZAZ

Senior retreat Feb. 21 and 22
Any semors mterested in participating in the Senior
Retreat on Feb. 21 and 22 can sign up now in the campus
ministry office. The deadline to sign up is Feb. 7.
Ru sert to speak at commencement
Tim Russen, host of BC's Meet the Press and ajCU
graduate, wil l be thecomme ncementspeake r for this year's
graduation ceremony. Student input was involved in the
selection, according tO Senior Class President Jamie Morris
at last week's Student Union meeting.

careeratjohnCarroll. Hewashired
as an instructor in 1961. He was
promoted to assistant professor in
1962, and associate professor in
1978.
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Packers Pizza•Patriot Pasta
Cornerback Calzoni
Sausage & Peppers
Winning Wings
Sideline Salad
NFL Style Games•Prizes
Pizzazz on the Circle
http://www.pi.zz.azzpizza.com
20680 NORTH PARK BLVD.
UNIVERSITY HTS., OHIO 44118
(216) 321-7272 • 321-2741 Fax
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OUR REGULAR
EVERYDAY LOW
PRICES
Prices apply to 3!" or 4" prints
from full-frame 35mm and 110
C-41 process color print film.

®(f)ooc!l~W ~rroooo~~ ~(9~~@11
All you catt eat $6.95

11 a.ttt .... 2. p.ttt.

fhursday Nights:
Free pool 9--11 p.IH.
;t.OO pints
free chicken wings
after 10 p.IH.

SALE OATES

1/15/97 - 1/24/97

9

~
~!16

!

J

l E YV

SILSJY lOAV

deep cleansing facial
treatments

therapeutic acne rrearmenrs

face and body waxio&
Wh and brow tintina
body Jllalla8le

manicum and pedicures
make-up service~
prt and post operative

skin care
post plastic surgery
camouflage make-up

hair care servica
full line of skin care and
make-up products
gift certificates

216 808-9321
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Israelis, Palestinians agree on Hebron

Shane Subler
of the peace process came to a halt. the enemy and foe 1s a sign of deStaff Reporter
Rabin's successor, Shimon Peres, spair"
By a vote of 87 to 17, the lsraeh was defeated last year by Likud
The potential for outside VIO•
Parliament voted last Wednesday Party
member
Benjamin lence in protest to the agreement
l
to return control of the West Bank Netan yah u. The basis of also seems possible. The rad ical
city of Hebron to the Palestinians. Netanyahu's campaign was an terrons t group, Ha mas, conThe agreement ends 30 years of unyielding stance against giv ing de mned the accords as a surrenIsraeli control of the ci ty.
in to Palestinian demands
der tot he Israel is. A stateme nt reStudy fails to find cause of Gulf War Illness
Under the details of the agreeHowever,President eta n yah u leased by Hamas claimed that the
A government study reported that soldiers who were exment, Palestinian police will con- was compelled to support the agreement shows "t hat the highposed to lowdoscsof nervegasw hena n Iraqi munitions depot
trol 80 percent of the city. Israeli agreement that he mheri ted from estand last word remains wi th the
was blown up have not been more likel y to suffer from Gulf
police wil l remam in control of the Rabin Administration Unde r Israeli Army" The group sui! calls
War il lness than other troops. The st udy found that neitherthe
t he rema ining pa rt of the city,
era nyahu's in fluence, the agree- for nothing less than full Palestin soldiers close to the explosion of gas- fi lled roc kets at the depot,
wh tch includes about 500 Jewish ment on Hebron was made more ian control of th e West Bank and
nor those as far away as 30 mil es, appea r to have more health
resi de ms.&causeof th is, between attract ive to hard-line Israeli s. As Gaza St ri p. In rece nt years, Hamas
problems, or an unusual pattern of problems, wh en com pared
15,000 and 20,000 of the cit y's Nera nya hu stated, "We ca nnot ig- has become the most promment
to other veterans of the Gulf War. The new information will be
120,000 Arab residents will re- nore reality I can say wit h confi - ter rorist organ ization opposed to
discussed at a congressional hearing this week
main in the area tha t is
the peace accords. A] unde r Israeli cont rol. Isthough Hamas did not
Clinton delivers optimistic inauguration speech
raeli police will alsoconspec ifical ly threaten
President Bill Clinton sketched his outlook of America on
tinue to control the Cave Approval of the Hebron deal
an y upcom ing attacks,
the cusp of a bright, new future on Monday, dur ing the 53rd
of th e Patriarc hs, the
smalle r organi zations,
presidential maugura tion lt was a utopian version of a ' 21st
bunal
place
of was seen as crucial to
like the Popu lar Front for
century soc ie ty where poverty and ignorance disappea r.'
Abraham , Issa c, and
the Liberation of PalesClinton also repeated his call , made in his first inaugural adkeeping the peace process
jacob.
tine, are th reatening to
dress in 1993, for political reform. Political analysts said that his
Approval of the
take "appropriate measpeech, which ran a third longer than his fi rst, offe red less than
Hebron deal was seen as between the Palestinians
sures" to return com pie te
his first on topics such as the economy and un employment.
crucia l to keeping the
control of the disputed
peace process between and Israelis alive.
areas to Palestine.
Proposal attempts to save Medicare hospital fund
the Palestinians and IsStill, returning con A congressional agency that advises Congress on health
raelis alive. Unde r the
trol of Hebron to the Palissues has recommended that there be no increase in the fees
Oslo Peace Accords of 1993 and dence tha t this is an agreement estinians ma rks a major first step
hospitals receive for care of Medicare beneficiaries in the 1998
1995, wh ich were forged by the late that is better, more secure, more in fulfilling the agreements set
fiscal year. The agency stated that the recommendation will
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzh ak responsible than that which we down by the Oslo Accords. It also
cut by $12 billion the projected 1998 Medicare payments to
Rabin and Pa lestiman Liberation inherited."
demonstrates that Mr. Neta nya hu
hospitals under current law. Agency members said that the
Organi zation leader Yass ir Arafat,
Religious and nationalist Israe- may not be able to fulfi ll his promproposal wi ll help keep the Medicare hospital fund from going
granting the Palesti nians some lis opposed to any ceding to Pales- ise of unrelentingly refusing to
bankrupt, which it is predicted to do by the year 2001 if the
degree of autonom y in the dis- ti ni an demands, however, saw give in to Palestinian demands. As
proposal does not pass.
puted regions of the Gaza Strip Netanyahu'ssupportof the action Netanya hu himself stated,"I hope
and West Bank was considered as a capitulation to the Palestin- that in the continuation of the
Tickle me toy sequels introduced
esse nt ial in developing a lasting ians . Benny Begin, the son of path,it will indeed be proven that
The sequels to the pre-school fad Tickle Me Elmo doll will
peace between t he Palestinian s former Israeli Prime Minister th ere has been a turn toward the
hit stores nation-wide within the next week. They include
and Israelis.
Menachem Begin, res ign ed his fulfillment of obligations, and
Tickle Me Big Bird, Cookie Monster and Ernie. More than l.l
The La bor Party of Yitzhak post as Science Minister in protest then both sides, us and the Palesmillion Elmos were sold through the end of 1996 and the doll's
Rabin, which orchestrated Israe li of the agreement. As he stated, tinian Authority,wi lJ come our as
manufacturer stated that th hope the new characters will be
ae roval o£ the Accords, _was "The handing over of Hebron to winners."
of
1/!,
uppor 1veo eve opmga
lastl ng pea e betwee n Pal es tin ia ns and Israelis. With the murder
World Briefs we re co mpiled by Joe W ho!ley, Asst. Int. News &
Business Editor; with the aid of wire sources.
of Rabin in November 1995 by a Gina M. Girardot
world of martini lunches and
radicaljewish studenr opposed to
Edito r in Chief
Rolod exing fund-raisers so much
the peace process, the momentum
lf recent acti vities in Washing- so that the people, the ones who
ron are an indication of where our are supposed to have a voice, are
country is goi ng, then we are go- lost in the shuffle, without coning nowhere fas t.
trol of social sec urity be nefits and
health care costs.
So Gingri ch is expected to
cough up $300,000 from his personal stash beca use he used taxexempt funds for political purCongressional esteem is pretty poses Congress reacted in typical
lousy when for the fi rst time in fash ion to his recent activi ties atthis country, the Speaker of the tem pting to appease the disgusted
House is being disciplined by a American public wi th talks of invote of the House for misuse of trodu cing legislat ion to better
campaign contributions.
regulate ca mpaign funding. No
What'seven v.orse is that Speaker legislative bod y in their right
Newt Gi ngrich looks li ke a choir mind wo ul d have let him get off
boyincomparison to President Bill scot-free, the public would be inClinton's in volvement with Pau la censed. At this moment, th is is
jones. While Cli nton conti nues to what they think we want to hear.
shrug off any acknowledgment of
Punishi ngGingrich tosaveface
hi s despicable actions, Gingrich isn't fooling voters this time. These
has at least attempted reconciliation wrongdoings shou ldn't have hapsaying he was 'overconfident...a nd pened in the first place. The alin some ways naive.'
mighty dollar is not the measurClinton is being protec ted by a ing stick for political success. just
system wh ich, for the most part, as it is not prope r retrib ution for
seems to be more concerned with Gingrich's mistakes. It is merely a
protec ting the exec utive powe rs slap on the hand.
Look forward to the future with acter and management skills . All
Additionally,Republicansvotedto
undert heConstitut ion than hold confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC , the credentials employers look
ing the president accounta ble to let him remain as Speaker showing
an elective that's different from any for. ROTC is open to freshmen and
the peoplefor whom the Constitu- where their loyalties lie, and it is not
other college course. Army ROTC sophomores without obligation
with the people. Regard less of printion was wri tten.
offers hands-on training. Training and requires about five hours
Th is very sa me system is re- ciple, again,powerand politicalsrratthat gives you experience and ~ per week. It will put your life
sponsible for America's political egy preva il
helps build confidence, char- ~ on a whole new course.
Unt il the corrupt poli ticians
woes.The fate of this democracy is
beyond the Democrat/ Republi- and the players in the political
can / New Democrat nonsense. The arena cease to be one in the sam e,
more government officials ge t this will not change.The saga w ill
away with, the less power the continue.Campaign funds will be
TBE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
people have overt heir government. abused , infide lit ies will be exWe are, in a sense, imprisoned ploited and the three ringed cirby the democ racy that is supposed cus, a.k.a. the American GovernFor details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call
ment, will continue in th is hopeto guarantee us freed om.
397-4421
We are stuck wtth representa- lesscycle, with the American electives that are unchecked in the torate passively looking on .
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Newt symptom of larger ill

Commentary

ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE Of YOUR LifE.

ARMY ROTC
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Secret Garden
JCU's greenhouse is
blooming with surprises
-.:
Ma
=r~la=T-;::ri~v:::-ls:..co=::n.:.:n;;:o:,-______ _
Assist ant Features Editor
Pssst. Want to know a sec ret? And guess
what? Others ca n kn ow about n too
OK, maybe it isn't rea ll y a secret, but it is
a litt le kn ow nfactont hejohn Ca rroii Universi ty ca m pus.
Th e gree nhouse closest toj CU is 1101 the
bar located near Case Western Reserve
University. Ra ther, a is a real gree nhouseexotic plants and all -. located on the third
fl oor of the Bohannon Science Center.
"It's been here longer tha n I have," sa id
Jeff joh anse n, associate professor of biology, who 1s responsible for th e upkeep of
Ca rroll's greenhouse. "Wehavea lot of plants
up here we use for lbiologylclasses," he said ,
which tn cludes his plant pathology class
thi s semest er.
So wha t exactly is housed in the j CU
gree nhouse for btology stude nt s 10 srudy7
The answer, in some cases, is surprisi ng

pure hase it. 1dug
it up in the desert
an d broug ht it
back ltoCa rroll l,"
johansen sa 1d.
Anot her interesting plant is
a n Aus tr ali an
cycad, defined by

Web>ter's Di ctionary as a plan t Feeling hot, hot. hot: The greenhouse ranges in temperature
similar to a pine from 60-80 degrees Fahrenheit year-round.
tr ee but with
fernlike leaves. The plant, ca ll ed Bowenia, sent him th e pla nt
may be the only one in the Cleveland area,
"There was a studem from Per u. where
according to johansen Although it is iS- they ea t the seeds of Ithe Araucarial and he
years ol d, jCU's Bowen ia stands onl y 2-feet brought some seeds up to a fnend of mtne,"
tall. "It took us a long time to get it to grow said johansen. "They tried pl an ting the
it," johansen said ·w e actuall y had one seeds, w hie h were just a food produc t from
before this time and couldn't make it live." Pe ru, and they grew."
Other interesting plants growing in the
All the plan ts which grow in the Ca rroll
greenhouse include th e Pl um eria tree from greenhouse recei vc care from johansen,
graduate tead11ng assistants a nd work
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • studystudents. ThiscareconsistsofwaterThe greenhouse closest to JCU is
the bar
ing the plants with a hose, weeding. and
painti ng the greenhouse glas in the sum located near Case Western Reserve University.
mer so that the room does not get too ho1.
&cause those mvolved with thejClJ greenRather, it is a real greenhouse - exotic plants and house are environment ally conscious and
do not like to use pesticides, scaly 111 cc ts
all- located on the third floor of the Bohannon
are removed from the plan ts manually.
Carroll's pla nt collec non can be Viewed
Science Center.
. by st uden ts if they arrange a tour With
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - johansen ahead of tim e. In addition,a plant
sale is being arranged thi s semester, possiThe gree nhouse is divided into three Hawa ii, whose fl owers are used in making bly in March. The last sale, about four yea rs
rooms: the tropical room, the desert room leis, and the stag horn fern , a hanging pla nt ago, was set up near the Rcc plex so that
and a room for ge neral biology plants. The whose base resembles a head of lettuce.
students could purchase plants to bring
rooms are practicall y overfl owing with
Perhaps the most unique plant li ving at home or to the residence ha lls
pl ant s, some of which arr ived a1jCU in the JCU ,hnwevcr.ts the Araucaria This plant is
··we sold a lot of plants and
mo t unusual
a South American conifer wb ich cannot be
Lhan
~nylu..,I'W:m

not

the Ep hedra, orherwi se known as Mormon according tojohansen. Hesaidthata frie n
tea, which comes fro m Utah. "You can't who works at another green house in Uta h

Stop the sniffles: Advice for the
sick JCU student
H

Wash your hands
often to discard
viruses
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immune system healthy
by eating right, dressing
onr<•nro
getting enough
avoiding stress.
Don't smoke, it damages the proteciv lining of the nose, throat
and lungs.
Your bathroom shower can create a
steamy environment which can stop
a persistant cough or coughing spell.

etips to avoid the winter flu and cold season
Stacy Mlros
Staff Reporter
Retur nin g from Chri stmas
break, most j ohn Carroll University stude nts have had a chance to
revive themselves and start this
semest er healthy.
But with the freezing wea ther
upon Northeast Ohio, the fl u season c<1nnor be far be hind.
,\.:cording to Rose McHale, a
r('gistercd nurse at Ca rroll 's Health
Services, st udents in college are
prone to catch ing the win ter time
bug because they are in such close
proximity rn one another: For this
reaso n, uni versities can be a breeding ground for germs.
· wh en it is cold outside, stu-

dents spend the ir time indoors in
large groups," she said. "They not
only sit in the same classes but eat
together and then play together,
therefore passmg viruses to one
another."
McHa le said that college studentscan be bette rprotected from
thei r friends' illnesses by takmg
beuer care of themselves.
"Students should knowthediffe rence between a cold and the flu,"
Mc Hale said. "A cold is sneezing,
run ny nose and a sore throat and
feve r while the flu comes on very
quickly and is a high fever with a
headache, chills, sweats , and
muscle pain."
When students are sick with

th e flu, they need to know that the
st rains of the flu whic h are common do not respond to anti biotics. Rather, a student should not
go to class or work to a void spreading the ill ness.
"Students need toprotec tthem selves by keeping up theirimmune
systems," McHale said.
If a student does have the flu,
McHaleofferssomeadviceon how
to keep comfonable.
"They shou ld simply rest, take
Tylenol for fever and ple nty of fl uidssuc h assoupsandjuices," said
McHale.
This year,there are threesrrains
of the flu virus identified by the
Centers For Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC).
Last semester, Health Services
offe red fl u shots for st udems as a
preventative measure,but McHale
said that she was disa ppointed
with the lack of students who actua ll y received the shot.
She also said that before the
winter break many students were
suffering from the flu, some with
temperatures up to 103 degrees
Fah ren heit Si nce then, however,
st udents have had time togo home,
recoup and get heal thy.
"Currently, Health Services is
kind of quiet," McHa le said.
McHale hopes that st udents
will take bettercareof themselves,
so that they all will hopefully
avoid a winter illness and remain
healthy for the semester ahead.

Write for the CN
Call for more
information
397-4398

Ca pretta, Catherine
Year : junior
Ho metown: Highland Heights,
OhiO
Zodi ac Sign : Gem1n1
What is your greatest fear?:
Failure
Who is your le ast favorite
a ctor or actress?: Drew
Barrymore, because she's too weird
for me.
Wh at is the most important
t hing yo u do in t he morning?:
Shower. Need I say more?
Favorite snack in a vending
machine: Animal crackers
For next week's edition, what
q uestion would you like to ask
the Camp us Spot light?: I don't
know. It' s not my )Ob .
Do yo u own any pets?: A k1tten
named Pj.
What is your most treasured
DOSSE>SSIIOO!' f.\ml\'f

tio n spot?: Italy I love the
and the scenery.
Wha t do you wish you would
have done over break?: Gone
someplace warm.
W hat movie do you want to
see?: jerry Maguire
lnformatiOO l()I'T'Ip1led by AslAOl Di fl'anco:
photo by Tcm O'Konowltz.

Welcome Back
The Carroll News wishes all well on the Spring
Semester. As always, if anyone has a criticism or
congratulations, don't hesitate to write to the editor

Letters to the editor deadline is Monday at noon .

We need on attitude chmgcl
We are currentlu .sceRing fun, posilive people to
service our guests! We've raisedour standards,
and need immediate wait staff members!
If you want to be part of a NEW ATTITUDE.
apply in person todau!
No experience nctle.'llli1J, just o (1COI attitude.

RUBY TUESDAY RESTAURANT
BEACHWOOD PAVILLION ~lN...L
24325 CHAGRIN BLVD.

464-2700
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Israelis, Palestinians agree on Hebron
Shane Subler
Staff Reporter
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Study fails to find cause of Gulf War Illness
A government study reported that sold1ers who were exposed to low doses of nerve gas when an Iraqi munitions depot
was blown up have not been more likely to suffer from Gulf
War tllness than othertroops. The study found that neitherthe
soldiers close to the explosion of gas-filled rockets at the depot,
nor those as far away as 30 miles, appear to have more health
problems, or an unusual panern of problems, when compared
to other veterans of the Gulf War. The new information will be
d1scussed at a congressional hearing this week

dinton delivers optimistic inauguration speech
President Bill Clinton sketched his outlook of America on
the cusp of a bright, new future on Monday, during the 53rd
pres1denrial inauguration. lt was a utopian version of a '21st
century society where poverty and ignorance disappear.'
Clinton also repeated his call, made in his first inaugural address in l993,for political reform. Politicalanalystssaid that his
speech, which ran a third longer than his first, offered less than
his first on topics such as the economy and unemployment.

Proposal attempts to save Medicare hospital fund
A congressional agency that advises Congress on health
issues has recommended that there be no increase in the fees
hospitals receive for care of Medicare beneficiaries m the 1998
fiscal year. The agency stated that the recommendation will
cut by $12 billion the projected 1998 Medicare payments to
hospitals under current law. Agency members said that the
proposal will help keep the Medicare hospital fund from going
bankrupt, which it is predicted to do by the year 2001 if the
proposal does not pass.

Tickle me toy sequels introduced
The sequels to the pre-school fad Tickle Me Elmo doll will
hit stores nation-wide w ithin the next week. They include
Tickle Me Big Bird, Cookie Monster and Ernie. More than 1.1
mi Ilion Elmos were sold through the end of 1996 and the doll's
manufacturer stated that th hope the new characters will be

World Briefs wtre complied by joe Whalley, Asst. Int. News &
Bu inessEd1!or,with theaidofwire ources.

By a vote of 87 to 17, the Israeli
Parliament voted last Wednesday
to return control of the West Bank
cny of Hebron to the Palestinians.
The agreement ends 30 years of
Israeli control of the en y.
Under the details of the agreement, Palestinian police will conrrol80 percent of the city. Israeli
police wtll remam in control of
the remaining part of the city,
which includes about 500 jewish
residents. Because of th is,between
15,000 and 20,000 of the city's
120,000 Arab residents wi II remain in the area that is
under ls raeli control. Israeli pohce will alsocontinue to control the Cave
of the Patriarchs, the
burial
place
of
Abraham , lssac , and
jacob.
Approval of the
Hebron dea l was seen as
crucial to keeping the
peace process between
the Palestinians and Israelis alive. Under the
Oslo Peace Acco rds of 1993 and
1995,which were forged by th e late
Israeli Prime Mini ster Yitzhak
Rabin and Palestinian Liberation
Organization leader Yassir Arafat,
granting the Palestinians some
degree of autonomy in the disputed regions of the Gaza Strip
and West Bank was considered
esse ntial in developing a lasting
peace between the Palestinians
and Israelis.
The Labor Party of Yitzhak
Rabin, which orchestrated Israeli

of the peace process came to a halt.
Rabin's successor, Shimon Peres,
was defeated last year by Li k ud
Parry
member
Benjamin
Netanyahu
The basis of
Netanyahu's campaign was an
unyielding stance agains t giv ing
m to Palestinian demands
However, President Netan yahu
was compelled to support the
agreement that he inherited from
the Rabin Administration. Under
Netanyahu's influence, the agreement on Hebron was made more
attractive to hard-line Israe lis. As
Netanyahu stated, "We cannot igno re rea lity. I can say with confi-

Approval of the Hebron deal
was seen as crucial to

keeping the peace process

between the Palestinians
and Israelis alive.

roval of the Accords, was
•g
ppor eo eve opinga
Jasong peace between Pa lesnn iansand Israelis. With the murder
of Rabin in November 1995 by a
radica ljewishstudent opposed to
the peace process, the momentum

dence that this is an agreement
that is better, more secure, more
responsible than that which we
inherited."
Religious and nationalist Israelis opposed to any ceding to Palestinian demands, however, saw
Netan yah u'ssupport of the action
as a capitulation to the Palestinians. Benny Begin, the son of
former Is raeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin, res ign ed his
post as Science Minister in protest
of the agreement. As he stated,
"The handing over of Hebron to

Newt symptom of larger ill
Gina M. Girardot
Editor in Chief

lf recent activities in Washington are an indication of where our
country is going, then we are going nowhere fast.

Commentary

ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE Of YOUR LifE.
Look forward to the future with acter and management skills. All
confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC, the credentials employers look
an elective that's different from any for. ROTC is open to freshmen and
other college course. Army ROTC sophomores without obligation
offers hands-on training. Training and requires about five hours
that gives you experience and ~ per week. It will put your life
helps build confidence, char- ~ on a whole new course.

ARMY ROTC
TBE SMARTEST C:OUEGE COURSE YOU CAN 1UE

For details, visit 2nd floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421

the enemy and foe lS a s1gn of despair.
The potential for outside violence in protest to the agreement
also seems posstble. The radical
terrorist group, Hamas, condemned the accords as a surrender tO the Israelis. A statement released by Hamasclaimed that the
agreement shows "t hat the highestand last word remams with the
lsraeh Army." The group still cal ls
for nothin g less than full Palestinian control of the West Bank and
Gaza Strip. In recent years, Hamas
has become the most promment
terrorist organization opposed to
the peace accords. A!though Hama s did not
specifically threaten
any upcoming attacks,
smaller organizations,
likethePopular Front for
the Liberation of Palestine, are threatening to
take "appropriate mea·
sures"to return complete
control of the disputed
areas to Palestine.
Still, returning control of Hebron to the Palestinians marks a major first step
in fulfill ing the agreements set
down by the Oslo Accords. It also
demonstrates that Mr. Netanyahu
may not be able to fulfill his promise of unrelentingly refusing to
give in to Palestiniandemands. As
Netanyahu himself stated,"I hope
that in the continuation of the
path , it will indeed be proven that
there has been a turn toward the
fulfillment of obligations, and
then both sides, us and the Palestinian Authority, will come out as
winners.."

Congressional esteem is pretty
lousy when for the first time in
this country, the Speaker of the
House is being disciplined by a
vote of the House for misuse of
campaign contributions.
What's even v.orse is that Speaker
Newt Gingnch looks like a choir
boyi n comparison to President Bill
Clinton's involvement with Paula
jones. While Clinton continues to
shrug off any acknowledgment of
his despicable actions, Gingrich
has at least attempted reconciliation
saying he was 'overconfident...and
in some ways naive.'
Clinton is being protected by a
system which, for the most part,
seems to be more concerned with
protecting the executive powers
undertheConstitution than holding the president accountable to
the peopleforwhom the Constitution was written.
This very same system is responsible for America's political
woes. Thefateof this democracy is
beyond the Democrat/Republican / New Democrat nonsense.The
more government officials get
away with, the less power the
people ha veovenheir government.
We are, in a sense, imprisoned
by the democracy that is supposed
to guarantee us freed om.
We are stuck wtth representatives that are unchec ked in the

world of martini lunches and
Rolodexing fund-raisers so much
so that the people, the ones who
are supposed to have a voice, are
lost in the shuffle, without control of social security benefits and
health care costs.
So Gingrich is expected to
cough up $300,000 from his personal stash because he used taxexempt funds for political purposes. Congress reacted in typical
fashion to his recent activities attempting to appease the disgusted
American public with talks of introducing legislation to better
regulate campaign funding. No
legislative body in their right
mind would have let him get off
scot-free, the public would be incensed. At this moment, this is ·
what they think we want to hear
Punishing Gingrich tosaveface
isn't fooling voters this time. These
wrongdoings shouldn't have happened in the first place. The almighty dollar is not the measuring stick for political success. just
as it is not proper retribution for
Gingrich's mistakes. lt is merely a
slap on the hand .
Additionally,Republicansvoredto
let him remain as Speaker showing
where their loyalties lie, and it is not
with the people. Regard less of principle, again, power and politicalsrrategyprevaiL
Until the corrupt politicians
and the players in the political
arena cease to be one in the same,
this will not change. The saga will
continue.Campaign funds will be
abused , infidelities will be exploited and the three ringed circus, a.k.a. the American Govern·
ment , will contmue in this hopelesscycle, with the Amen can electorate passively looking on .
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Secret Garden
JCU's greenhouse is
blooming with surprises
Maria Trlvlsonno
Assistant Features Ed ttor

Pssst. Wamtoknowasecrct? And guess
what? Others can know about it too.
OK, maybe it isn't really a secret, but it is
a Iitt le known fact on thejoh n Carroll University ca mpus.
The green house closest to jCU is not the
bar located near Case Western Reserve
University. Rather, it is a real greenhouseexotic plants and all- located on the third
floor of the Bohannon Science Center
"It's been here longer than I have," sa id
jeff johansen, associate professor o[ biology, who is responsible for the upkeep of
Carroll's green house. "We have a lot of plants
up here we use for lbiologylclasses," he said,
which includes his plant pathology class
this semester
So what exactly is hou ed in th e JCU
green house for biology students to study?
The answer, in so me cases, is surprisi ng.

pure hase it. I dug
itupinthedesert
and brought it
back [to Carroll],"
Johanse n sa id .
Another interesting plant is
an Australian
cycad, defined by

Webster's Dictionary as a plant

Feeling hot hot hot: The greenhouse ranges in temperature

similar to a pine from 60-80 degrees Fahrenheit year-round.
tree but with
fernlike leaves. The plant , called Bowenia, sent him the plant.
may be the only one in the Cleveland area,
"There was a student from Peru . where
according to joha nsen. AIt hough it is 15- th ey ea t the >eed of !the Araucaria]and he
years old,JCU's Bowenia stands on I y 2-feet brought some seeds up to a friend of mme,"
tal l. "It took us a long time to get It to grow said joha nsen. "They tned plantmg the
it," johansen sa id . "We actually had one seeds, which were just a food product from
before this time and couldn't make it live."
Peru, and they grew."
Other interesting plants growing in the
All the plants which grow in the Carroll
greenhouse include the Plumeria tree from greenhouse recetve care from johansen,
graduate teaching assistants and work
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • study students. Thiscareconsistsof watering the plants With a hose, weeding, and
paiming the greenhouse glass in the summer so th at the room does not get too hor.
Because those involved wtth t hejCU greenhouse are environmentally conscious and
do not like to use pesticides, scaly in>ccts
are removed rrom tbe plams manually.
Carroll's plant collection can be viewed
by SIUdems if they arrange a tour with
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - j o h a n s e n ahead of time. In additton ,a plant
sale is being arranged this semester, possiThe greenhouse is divided into three Hawaii, whose flowers are used in making bly in March. The last sale, about four year
rooms: the tropical room, the desert room leis, and the stag horn fern , a hanging plant ago, was set up near the Recplex so that
and a room for general biology plants. The whose base resembles a head of lettuce.
students could purchase plants 1.0 bring
room s are practically overflowing w ith
Perhaps the most unique plant livmg at home or to the residence halls
plants, some of which arrived at jCU in the jCU, however, is the Araucaria. Th1s plant is
"We sold a 1ot of pia ms and
most unusual
a South American conifer whic h ca nnot be

The greenhouse closest to JCU is not the bar
located near Case Western Reserve University.
Rather, it is a real greenhouse - exotic plants and
all- located on the third floor of the Bohannon
Science Center.

th e Ephedra, ot herwise known as Mormon accordingtojohansen. He
thata
tea, wh1ch comes from Utah. "You can't who works at another greenhouse in Utah

Stop the sniffles: Advice for the
sick JCU student
Wash your hands
often to discard
viruses
immune system healthy
by eating right, dressing
getting enough
avoiding stress.
Don't smoke, it damages the proteclining of the nose, throat
and lungs.

~

I

~

Your bathroom shower can create a
steamy environment which can stop
a persistant cough or coughing spell.

I tips to avoid the winter flu and cold season
Stacy Mlros
Staff Reporter

Returning from Christmas
break most john Carroll Universi ry students have had a chance to
revive themselves and start this
semester healthy.
But with the freezing weather
upon Northeast Ohio, the flu season c;~ nnot be far behind.
,\-:cording tO Rose McHale , a
regislered nurse at Carroll's Health
Services, students in college are
prone tocatc hing the winter time
bug because they are in such close
proximity 1n oneanother. For this
reason , universitiescan be a breeding ground for germs.
"When it is cold outside , stu-

dents spend their time indoors m
large groups," she said. "They not
only sit in the same classes but eat
together and then play together,
therefore passmg viruses to one
another."
McHale said that college studentscan be better protected from
their [nends' illnesses by taking
better care of themselves.
"Students should know the difference betweenacoldand the flu;
McHale said "A cold is sneezing,
runny nose and a sore throat and
fever while the flu comes on very
qwckly and is a h1gh fever wJth a
headache, chills, sweats, and
muscle pain."
When students are s1ck with

the flu, they need to know that the
strains of the flu which are common do not respond to antibiotics. Rather, a student should not
go to class or work to avoid spreading the ill ness.
"Studemsneed toprotectthemselves by keeping uptheirimm une
systems," McHale said.
If a student does have the flu,
McHaleofferssomeadviceon how
to keep comfortable.
"They should simply rest, take
Tylenol for [ever and plenty of fluidssuchassoupsandJuices," said
McHale.
This year, there are three strains
of the flu virus identified by the
Centers For Disease Control and
Prevention (COC).
Last semester, Health Services
offered flu shots for students as a
preventative measure,but Me Hale
said that she was disappointed
with the lack of students who actually rece1ved the shot.
She also said that before the
winter break many students were
suffering from the flu, some with
temperatures up to 103 degrees
Fahrenheit. Since then, however,
students have had timetogohome,
recoup and get healthy.
"Currently, Health Services is
kind of quiet," McHale said.
McHale hopes that students
will take better care of themselves,
so that they all will hopefully
avoid a winter illness and remain
healthy for the semester ahead.

Write for the CN
Call for more
information

397-4398

Capretta, Catherine
Year: jun1or
Hometown: Highland Heights,
Ohio
Zodiac Sign: Gem1n1
What is your greatest fear?:

Failure
Who is your least favorite
actor or actress?: Drew
BaLTymore. because she's too we1rd
for me.
What is the most important
thing you do in the morning?:
Shower. Need I say morel
Favorite snack in a vending
machine: Antmal crackers
For next week's edition, what
question would you like to ask
the Campus Spotlight?: I don't
know. It's not my JOb.
Do you own any pets?: A kitten
named Pj.

tio n spot?: Italy. love the
and the scenery.
What do you wish you would
have done over break?: Gone
someplace warm.
What movie do you want to
see?: jerry Magu1re
lnforrniii.IOO cc:mp,led by Af',n;j Di Franc:o:
pho1o by Tom

0 Konc1Mtz

Welcome Back
The CarroJJ News wishes aJJ well on the Spring
Semester. As always, if anyone has a criticism or
congratulations, don't hesitate to write to the editor

Letters to the editor deadline is Monday at noon.

We need an attitude d\mgd
we are currently seeking run, positive people to
service our guests! We've miscd our stalldarcts,
and need immediate wait stall members!
If you want to be part of a NEW ATTITUDE,
appi\J in person today!
No experience ncccc.saru. just ll g-collltlitudc.

RUBY TUESDAY RESTAURANT
BEACHWOOD PAVILLION Mill
24~25 CHAGRIN BLVD.

464-2700
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Coming Attractions
New this
yeartothe
•
Cleveland
FOR Ya.JR WORK/
Museum of Art is a
collection of Pop
Art on loan from a
pn va te collection
mNe w York. Three
pam rings and one
sc ulpture from rwo
le nder s JOi n the
museum's modern
an galleries for
about a year. The
featured artworks
are Jasper Johns's
bronze and glass
Masterpiece
Flashlight (1960)
and the painting FlagsCl987). The painting pictured above is an oil
vn canvas original from artist Roy Lichtenstein who based his Pop
An on cartoon strip style using the dot effect of the newspaper
screen printing process. For museum hoursorf urtherinformation,
call42! -7340.
WHY. BRAD DARLING, THIS PAINTING IS A
MASTERPIECE/ MY, SOON YOU'LL
HAVE ALL OF NEW YORK CLAMORING

~G~
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Song and dance
bring out the love in
Everyone

TH£ '(fAR iH MUSiC

Lyon ne as OJ, tef fi and Joe's
daugh ter and also th e narrator of
I'll admi t I wasn't surejust wh at th e mov ie. Theothcr children are
to expect when I went to see Every - Lan e (G aby Hoffman) , Laur a
on e Says l Love You, Woody Allen's ( atalte Portman), Scott (Lukas
newest movie. Actually, this was Haa s) and Skylar (Drew
the first movie of his that I have Barrymore).
ever seen and had heard his movMos10f the story ta kcs place in
ies tended to be weird and th at I New York except for a quick tnp
...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . to Ven ice in which
Flick Pick: Everyone Says I Love You Allen meet sandfalls in
love with Von,a basketRating: 7 out of 10
~
case art lover played by
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____~ Julia Roberts who is unhappy with her life and
probablywouldn'tenjoyit. Expect- her husband. Thinking Allen is
ing to be bored, I instead found this her soul mate, Roberts leaves her
mov ie to be great for a laugh and husband for him, not realizing
that he is only acting the way he
very entertaining.
Allen not only stars in Every- is on the advice of his daughter,
one but also wrote and directed DJ
l n New York, Steffi spends her
this musica I comedy. In it he plays
Joe Berlin, a writer who is the first time working toward the early rehusband of Steffi,played byGoldie lease of a criminal that she thinks
Hawn . Instead of playing two di- has paid his debt to society and
vorcees at each other's throats, deserves w be forgiven. Everyone
there is the refreshing twist of joe in the family agrees with Steffi
and Steffi being best friends, not at except Scott, the conservative of
all bitter about their breakup. Steffi the family who gives his parents
says the only reason they never got ulcers with his contradictory
along was because Joe "couldn't stands on political issues. Meandecide if [hel wanted to be a psy- while, Barrymore deals with her
choanalyst or a writer." According impending marriage to her boyto Allen , he "compromised and friend (Edward Norton) at the
became both," being both a writer same time that Lane, Laura and
OJ look for the loves of their lives.
and a patient.
Throughqut the movie, the
Also starring in the movie are
Alan AIda as Bob, Steffi's second characters take turns breaking
andcurrem husband,and Natash a intosongand dance. What makes

or who read myreviewswould
be surprised at this selection because !'m not the biggest pop
fan. Bu t Celine Dian is special
becauseshecansingwell without sounding like she is forcing
her voice. This is what sets her
apart from other pop stars, although I was impressed more
this year by top 40 artists than
in past years.

Social Distortion

Wh1te L1ght. White Heat.
White Trash
I gave this CD a better than
averagereviewearlierin the year,
but have grown to like it even
more. Vocahst Mike Ness sings
wah intense rage to match the
music, but unlike other similar
performers he writes meaning[ul lyncs as well. The result is
quite possibly the best alternative release of the year.

Celine Dion
Falling Into Yo()
Those people who know me

Srna5hing Pompkins
Mellon Collie and the

InAnife Sadness
As good as this double-CO
was, if vocalist Billy Corga n had
condensed everything in toone
CDwithabout 15 songs, it could
easily have been the best release
not only of this year bur in the
last few years as well.

S(.)blime

,)()b/ime
Beckand3ll wereverygood,
but these guys put together the
best mix of pop, rap, funk and
every other kind of music since
Check Your Head bytheBeastie
Boys. Too bad their careers were

Sam Sublty

The Descerdents

Everyth1ng S()cks
The best punkCDof the year.
These guys were All for a few
years, but came back to being
the Descendents with a punk
sound that is actually positive.

Tool
Aenima
Tool has a !ways managed tO
be a part of the best ofthe best in
hardcore. They may not be the
loudest or fastest band, but they
are definitely the most intense
and musically talented.
H~leMeotion

Beck-Odelay.: Ministry-Filth
Pig: Frank Black-The Cult of

,

aGnnwlt'y Ptclurt:!t

Attractions were compded by Sam Subity, Entertainment Editor Dates and times are subject to change.
Comt11g
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Best TV show(s):

Pittsburgh band trying to gather momentum
Sam Sublty
Entertatnment Editor
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The Gathenng Reid: (I tor) Dave Brown, Bill Deasy, Eric Riebling and Ray DeFade braved the harsh
weather to play at JCU's Wolf-N-Pot last Thursday evening.

Ray: Cowboy Jl.lnkies-Lay it
Down: Aroma-Aromatic for
the People: Marii!Jn MansonAntichrist Superstar:
Stabbing WestwcrdWither. Blister. Burn and Peel

1

L-------------------------------~

The floor of the Wolf -N-Pot vibrated like the strings of Bill
Deasy's guitar last Thursday night
as the Gathering Field opened up
theirset. But bythenmethemusical tremor ceased just under two
hours later, the reading on the audience Richter scale told the tale:
not even a one.
Maybe the inclement weather
had rhe medium-sized crowd in a
funk. Maybetheshockofthefirst
week of school wasta blame. Probably. however, it was the music
which acted as a sedauve. A common rheme in nearly every tune
was pain and searching. "You can
rake pain a long way," said lead
s1 nger Bi II Deasy before one particularly depressing number. Unfortunately, he went on to prove it.

Song after song surprisingly
lacked any distinctive sound.
Surprisingly, l say, because not
long ago The Gathering Field
signed a rather impressive contract with Atlantic Records. That
puts them right up there w1th fellow Pittsburgh bands Rusted Root
and The Clarks. Unlike these
bands, though, Gathering have
realized limited success beyond
the Pittsburgh City Limits sign.
The title track from their first
album, Lost in America, first
turned heads in the music industry with its Pittsburgh-area release in 1994. At that time , the
album outsold the recent release
from Mariah Carey in Pittsburgh
and the folk-rock smgle nightly
burned up the request lines at
WDVE.
Then Atlantic signed on the

-)ohnadrord

Mu111T'.aJf:",lnu

times that I felt a if I was
watching people in an act ing class who are trying to
learn to be believable mstead of the mature thespians that they are.
Thts movie is a laugh
from the time Barrymore
eats the $8,000 engagement
ring that Norton puts 10 her
parfait as a romantic surprise. lt gets even better
when the spectre of her dead
grandfather gets out of his
coffi nand sings "Enjoy Yourself, It's Later Than You
Think' tO his mourning
family in the funeral parlor.
I
I
l::veryone is very emenam- A 'MASH" made in heaven? Alan Aida
in gand a great mov ie to see. and Goldie Hawn as man and wife.

Entertatnment Editor

r---------------------------~---~

CN Entertoment Picks for '96

the movie truly special is that
t hesecharacters are total amateurs.
Listening tot heir lack of ta Iem in
thesingingdepartmem makes the
movie more personal for the audience who in turn feel that there is
no reason why they can't break
into song whenever they feel like
it. They choose sue h places as water fountains, rivers and hospitals
to sing in as they show us anyplace
is a good place to exercise the old
vocal chords.
The cast interacts well together
which is especially important because of the variety and magnitude of actorsc hosen forrhese roles.
However, they do lack a certain
feeling of identity with their characters. The acting is so poor at

lead vocalist Brad Nowell.

Frld<:~:l· J0(1(JC1111 3l We'll pUblish the resvlts in the folbw:ng iswe of the CN.

I 12,6
Best Album(s):
I
I r.:; (,
I · "' Best Tune(s):
I
I ~&) Best Movle(s):
I
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Everyone Says I Love You: Holden (Edward Norton) and Skylar (Drew Barrymore) dream of future
marital bliss in new movie from Woody Allen.

cut short bythesudden death of

Y00' Tt.Jrn We'd J,ke to hear what your p1cks oPe for the best 1n entertanment 1n 1996. Strnply f1ll out the
form below, ct.Jt 1t out dong the dotted ltne ard return tt to the slot in the Carroll News door by next

NKOI:a .

..

Colleen Leslie

OnWcdnesday,Jan.29,TupacShakurmakeshispostmortcm return to the big screen in the action/
•
adventure flick, Gridlock'd, from Gramercy Pictures.
Tupac stars as Spoon opposite Tun Roth as his best friend , Stretch .
When the lead singer of thetrjazz band,Cookie(Thandie Newton),
overdo~~ and ends up in acoma, the pair decide to clean up and go
straight themselves No more drugs. No more fast living. Except,
when they sign up for a rehab program, all they get is the runaround from a bunch of overworked and underpaid case workers.
1hings get worse when the cops mistake Stretch and Spoon for
murder suspects, and a pair of not-so-happy drug dealers come
after them Check local li stings for theaters and showumes.

Starting next week fans can see Tupac
tn yet another feature film opposite Tim Roth as a pair of
friends undergoing drug rehab. Look for him in yet another
movie later this year, this one called, aptly, Gang Related.

7
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The Cleveland prem1ere of My Night With Reg, a
Drama comedy by playwright Kevin Elyor, comes to the
Dobama Theatre nowthroughSunday,Feb.9. The
play 1sa very touching and winy portrayal of the relations between
s1x gay men al1(1 Reg. Performances are scheduled for Thursda ,
Friday and Saturday evenings [
at8pm thi>Sunday,Jan.26at
~\. l\. If\.
7:30p.m ,and man nee showings
~V Jt-\...
on Sunday, Feb. 2 and 9 at 2:30
=::....T=H.:;::E=A::...:T=..R_::E=-=
pm 1Kketsarc$14for Fridays
_ _ -:-- - - - - -_]
a nd ·aturdays; $ll for Thursdays and Sundays. Call932-6838 for
rcscrvat ions or more information

~s 2pac 21eglt to quit?

ENTERTAINMENT

band, cleaned up the album and
re-re\eased it last summer. Bur so
far Lost has yet to be found by
music fans. Those who saw the
JCU show will probably understand why
As theconcencame to a close, a
fan shouted out, "Play 'Lost in
America!"
Of course we're gonna play 1t,
returned Deasy. When hts woodgrain acoustic guitar began to hum
out the melody, thts song sounded
hopelessly like the rest. Aside£ rom
a few poetic lyrics-A waitress in
Tennessee/Said he looked like
jesus/He silenced her raging sea/
Then walked out the door-their
hit failed to be strikingly catchy
At that the band thanked the
aud1ence,quickly packed up their
equipment anddtsappeared into a
mght of gathering snow.

Call me crazy but it seems
that Americans are strangely
fond of losers, especially when
it comes to television. Just look
at the programs that consistently top the Nielsen ratings
for your proof. Home Improvement is about a tool man who
can'tswinga hammer straight.
The ever-popular Friends centers around a group of twentysomethings who can't swmg
steady jobs, or dates for that
matter.
Apparently, Mike Judge has
taken note of this odd phenomenon. First he created the mischievous losers Beavis and
Butthead. Now he is taking
prime time TV by storm with
his latestcreation,a show about
a bunch of beer-guzzling,
twangy-voiced, overweightyes, losers.
King of the Hill premiered
earlier this month following

The Simpw11s on Fox's Sunday·
night lineup. It Jmmelharely
drew raves from TV critics and
regular, old viewers alike. Set m
podunk Arlen, Texas, the animated series follows the misadventures of Hank Hill, a beerbellied husband,fatherand vendor of "propane and propane accessones.' So can Hank and his
clan achieve the same success as
Judge's teenage misfits? Uhh,
huh-huh, like, sure
Klngofthe
HI~ He'sa
bomloser,
but Hank
Hill and his
family may
surprise TV
critics who
condemn
the new
series from
Beavis and
Butthead

creator
Mike Judge.

~

SURGE.J at 14101 Cedar Rd.

KING

Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

~®
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.rn.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

We have part time positions
available with flexible hours.
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Coming Attractions
New thts
yeartothe
MASTERPIECE! MY, SOON YOU'LL
Cleveland
HAVE ALL OF NEW YORK CLAMORING •
FOR Ya.JR WORI</
Museum of Art is a
collewon of Pop
An on loan from a
private collection
mNewYork Three
patnttngs and one
sculpture from two
lenders JOin the
museum's modern
an gallenes for
about a year. The
featured artworks
are Jasper Johns's
bronze and glass
Flashlight (1960)
and the painting Flags(1987). The painting pictured above is an oil
vn canvasonginalfrom artist Roy Lichtenstein who based his Pop
Art on canoon strip style using the dot effect of the newspaper
screen printing process. Form useum hoursorf urther information,
call42l-7340.
WHY, BQAD DARLING, THIS PAINTING IS A

Those of us still .---.,.-----.
struggling
to get back
Comics
tnto the routine of things
may better understand the plight of the
Man of Steel who recently lost his get up
andgointhe OCComicsseries'Final Night.'
When the sun was almost extmguished,
Superman, who partiallyderives his powers
from a yellow sun. was nearlyextinguished
htmself. Coming this March, however,
Superman will metamorphose into an
energy bemg with powers and abilities far
greater than mortal men. Along with this
change will come a shedding of the
trademark red, yellow and blue tights for a
sparky, white-hot and blue number that
will help him control his new powers.
Without the suu, he must condense his
super powers, return to an ordinary man
and, like the rest of us, rely on strong, black
Folger~ to power him through cold, wmter
m rnln

~®
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or who read my revtews would
be surprised at this select ion because I'm not the biggest pop
fan. But Celine Dion IS special
becauseshecansingwell without sounding like she is forcing
her voice. This is what sets her
apart from other pop stars, although I was impressed more
this year by top 40 artists than
in past years

I

OnWednesday,jan.29,TupacShakurmakeshisposrmoru:m return to the big screen m the action/
•
adventure flick, Gridlock'd, from Gramercy Pictures.
Tupac stars as rxxm oppostte Ttm Roth as his best friend, Stretch.
When the lead si ngerof their Jazz band, Cookie (Thandie Newton),
o erdosesand ends up in a coma,the pair decide to clean up and go
stratght themselves. No more drugs. No morefast living Except,
when they sign up for a rehab program, all they get is the runaround from a bunch of overworked and underpatd case workers.
Things get worse when the cops mistake Stretch and Spoon for
murder suspect , and a pair of nor-so-happy drug dealers come
a[ tcr them Check localltstings fort heaters and show times
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Brian Sparks
Best Tunes:
Staff Reporter
Mus1c tn 1996 was marked by "Devil' s Haircut·- Beck The best song of
being rather unspectacular. the !JOOr and the oest viaeo as well.
There were nosta ndout perform- "Shame·- Stabbing Westward
ers this year, unlike the past few
"Pepper"- &ltthole Surfers
years when Pearl jam, Nine Inch
Nails and Cooliomade headlines :Here !n Yo~r Bed.:oom ·- Goldfinger
over everyone else. And there
Zero and l 979 - Smashing Pumpkins
were no powerhouse LOurs this
Billy Corgan proves he can be lood one
summer. other than possibly the
Kiss reunion tour. Bur just be- m1nute and relax1ng the next.
cause nothtng truly amazing "Mighty K.G."- For SCJ.!irrels A tribute to
happened doesn't mean it was an Kurt Cobatn
unsuccessful year on the music
"*l Crush"- Garbage
scene.
·Nobody
Knows. _The Tany Rich
Record sales did take some hns
this year. Bands that were ex- Project The best R&B song of the !Jear.
pected to produce big-selling
records-namely, Pearl Jam, replacing Boy:z II Men.
Hootie and the Blowfish and "I Was Wrong"- Social Distortion
Weezer-failed to do so. Instead, "Misshapes"- Pulp This song b!J the
many new bands found their way
lesser-known British band will inspire
to the top of charts by riding hit
singles. This led to another arl!:Jone.
problem: too many one-hit wonWorst Tooes:
ders. When is the next time we'll
hear anything from Fun Lovin ' "Iron1c"- Alanis Morissette. Isn't it ironic
Cnminals,Local HorJars of Clay? that nothing she sings about is ironic?
The year was marked by trag- "Scooby Snacks"- Fun Lovin' Criminals.
edy (Tupac Shakur, Brad Nowell)
and rebirths (Sex Pistols, The oni!J reason this song was popular
Ramones,journey). They made a was because it featured dialogue from
few impressions, but who knows Pulp Fiction.
how long they will be back?
But there were some perform- "Lady Picture Show·- Stone I emple
ers in 1996 that made the year Pibts
memorable. In random order, "Burden in m!J Hand"- Soondgarden
here are some of the best releases
An!jthing by Hootie and the Blowfish I
of the year. Although some are
rellltively unknown, they made still don't see what's so special about
music worth listening to:
these guys.

The leveland premiere of My Night With Reg, a
Drama comedy by playwnght Kevin Flyot, comes to the
Dobama Theatre now through Sunday, Feb. 9. The
play IS a very touchmgand wmy portrayal of the relations between
~ix gay menancl Reg. Performances are scheduled for Thursday,
nday and aturday evenings
at8pm.,tht!>Sunday,jan.26at
~\ l\. If\.
730p.m.,andmatineeshowings
~V ~
on unclay, Feb. 2 and 9 at 2:30
T H e A T R e
pm 1 icketsarc$l4forFridays
_
and Saturday~. $11 for Thursdays and Sundays. Call932-6838 for
rc. crvations or more informanon.

l
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Smashing Pumpkins

Social Distortion

White Light. White Heat.
White Trash
1 gave this CD a better than
average review earlier in the year,
but have grown to like it even
more. Vocalist Mike Ness sings
wtrh intense rage to match the
mustc, bur unlike other similar
performers he writes meaning£ul lyrics as well. The result is
quite possibly the best alternari ve release of the year.

CelineDion

Falling Into YoLI
Those people who know me

Mellon Collie and the
InAnite Sadness
As good as this double-CO
was, if vocalist Bill yCorgan had
condensed everything in toone
CD with about 15 songs, it could
easily have been the best release
not only of this year but in the
last few years as well.

Sublime

Soblime
Beckand3ll were very good,
bur these guys pur roger her the
best mix of pop, rap, funk and
every other kind of music since
Check Your Head by the Beastie
Boys. Too bad their careers were

~~cob ~(/Gr.tm~:rt:y P'!C.l\.n'tS

~s 2pac 21egit to QUit?

Starting next week fans can see Tupac
m yet another feature film opposite Tim Roth as a pair of
friends undergoing drug rehab. Look for him in yet another
movie later this year, this one called, aptly, Gang Related.

Comtng Attractwns wrre compiled by am Subity, Entertainment Edtror. Dates a11d ltmesare subjeCt to change.

Best Album(s):
Best Tune(s):
Best Movie (s):
Best TV show (s):

}Mnflllk>rd Mu•ma•

Everyone Says I Love You: Holden (Edward Norton) and Skylar (Drew Barrymore) dream of future
marital bliss in new movie from Woody Allen.
the movie truly special is that
thesecharactersaretotal amateurs.
Listening to their lack of talent in
the singmgdepanment makes the
movie more personal for the audience who in turn feel that there is
no reason why they can't break
into song whenever they feel like
it. They choose such places as water fountains , rivers and hospitals
tosingin as they show us anyplace
is a good place w exercise the old
vocal chords.
The cast interacts well together
which is especially important because of the variety and magnitude of actors chosen fonhese roles.
However, they do lack a certain
feeling of identity with their characters. The acting is so poor at

The Descerdents
Everything Sucks
The best punk CD of the year.
These guys were All for a few
years, but came back to being
the Descendents with a punk
sound that is actually positive.

Tool
Aenima
Tool has always managed to
be a part of the best of the best in
hardcore. They may not be the
loudest or fastest band, but they
are definitely the most intense
and musically talented.

Honorable Mention
Beck-Odeloy.: Minis~-Filth
Pig: Frank Black- The Cult of
Ray: Cowboy Junkies-lay it
Down: Arorna-Aromotic for
the People: Mcri~n MansonAntichrist Superstar:
Stabbing WestwardWither. Blister. Burn and Peel
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Song and dance
bring out the love in
Everyone

cut short by the sudden death of
lead vocalist Brad NowelL

r---------------------------~---~

CNEntertamentPicksfor'96

ENTERTAINWENT

Colleen Leslie
Lyonnc as D.]., Stefri and Joe's
Assistant Entertainment Ed1tor
daughter and also the narrator of
I'll ad mit I wasn't sure just what the movie. Theothcrchildrenare
to expect whm I wenuosee Every- Lane (Gaby Hoffman), Laura
one Says I Love You, Woody AI len's (Natalie Porrma n), Scott (Lukas
newest movte. Actually, th1s was Haas) and Skylar (Drew
the [ trsr movie of his that l have Barrymore).
ever seen and had heard his movMostof the story takes place in
Ies tended to be weird and that I New York except for a quick trtp
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . , to Venice in which
Flick Pick: Everyone Says I Love You Allen meets and falls in
love wn h Von, a basketRating : 7 out of 10
~
case art lover played by
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___J Julia Roberts who is un happy with her life and
probably wouldn'tenjoyir. Expect- her husband. Thinking Allen is
ing to be bored, I instead found this her soul mare, Roberts leaves her
husband for him , not realizing
movie to be great for a laugh and
that he is only ac ting the way he
very entertaining.
Allen nor only stars in Every- is on the advice of his daughter,
one but also wrote and directed OJ
In New York, Steffi spends her
this musical comedy. In it he plays
Joe Berlin, a writer who is the first time working toward the early rehusband of Steffi, played by Goldie lease of a criminal that she thinks
Hawn. Instead of playing two di- has paid his debt to society and
vorcees at each other's throats, deserves to be forgiven. Everyone
there is the refreshing twist of joe in the family agrees with Steffi
and Steffi being best friends , not at except Scott, the conservative of
all bitter about their breakup. Sreffi the family who gives his parents
says the only reason they never got ulcers with his contradictory
along was because Joe "couldn't stands on political issues. Meandecide if lhel wanted to be a psy- while, Barrymore deals with her
choanalyst or a writer." According impending marriage to her boyto Allen, he "compromised and friend (Edward Norton) at the
became both," being both a writer same time that Lane, Laura and
OJ look for the loves of their lives.
and a patient.
ThroughQut the movie, the
Also starring in the movie are
Alan Aida as Bob, Steffi's second characters rake turns breaking
and current husband, and Natasha intosonganddance. What makes

YOO' Turn We'd ltke to hecr what your pcks a'e for the best tn enterta1nrnent tn 1996. S1mply fill oot the
form bebw. cut tt oot dong the dotted line and retum 1t to the slot in the Ccrroll News door by next
Fnday. Janucry 31. We'l: pUblish the results 1n the folbwtng tssue of the CN

I 'Jl~
I
I (!..'.1~,\
I
I
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~
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The Gathenng Reid: (I tor) Dave Brown, Bill Deasy, Eric Riebling and Ray De Fade braved the harsh
weather to play at JCU's Wolf-N-Pot last Thursday evening.

Pittsburgh band trying to gather momentum
Sam Sublty
Entertainment Editor
TheflooroftheWolf- -Potvibrated like the strings of Bill
Deasy's guitar last Thursday night
as the Gathering Fie ld opened up
theirset. Butbythetimethemusical tremor ceased just under two
hours later, the readtng on the audience Richter scale rold the 1ale:
nor even a one.
Ma}'be the inclement weather
had th e medium-sized crowd in a
funk. Maybe the shock of thefirst
week of school was to blame. Probably, however, it was the music
which acted as a sedative. A common theme in nearly every tune
was patn and searching. 'You can
take pain a long way," said lead
smger Bill Deasy before one particularly depressing number. Unfortunately, he went on to prove it.

Song after song surprisingly
lacked any distinctive sound.
Surprisingly, I say, because not
long ago The Gathering Field
stgned a rather impressive contract with Atlantic Records. That
puts them right up there with fellow Pittsburgh bands Rusted Root
and The Clarks. Unlike these
bands, though, Gathering have
realized limited success beyond
the Pittsburgh City Limits sign.
The title track from their first
album, Lost in America, first
turned heads in the music industry with its Pittsburgh-area release in 1994. At that time, the
album outsold the recent release
from Mariah Carey m Pittsburgh
and the folk-rock single nightly
burned up the request lines at
WDVE.
Then Atlantic signed on the

band, cleaned up the album and
re-released it last summer. But so
far Lost has yet to be found by
music fans. Those who saw the
JCU show will probably understand why.
As the concert came to a close, a
fan shouted out, "Play 'Lost in
America!"
Of course we're gonna play it,
returned Deasy. When his woodgrain acoustic guitar began to hum
out the melody, this song sounded
hopeless! y hke the rest. Aside from
a few poetic lyrics-A waitress in
Tennessee/Said he looked like
jesus/He silenced her raging sea/
Then walked out the door-their
hit failed to be strikingly catchy.
At that the band thanked the
audience,quickly packed up their
equipment and disappeared into a
night of gathering snow.

times that l felt a if I was
watching people in an act
ing class who are trying LO
learn to be believable instead of the mature rhcsp1
ans that they are.
This movie is a laugh
from the time Barrymore
ears the $8,000 engagement
ring that Norton puts in her
parfait as a romanti surprise. It gets even better
when the spectre of her dead
grandfather gets out of hts
cofftn and sings"Enjoy Yourself, It's Later Than You
Think" to his mourning
famtly in the funeral parlor.
1.... ~~~;;,;;
l:veryone IS very entertain- A. "MASH" made In heaven? Alan Aida
ing and a great mov1e to see. and Goldie Hawn as man and wife.

Sam Sublty
Entertainment Edt tor
Call me crazy but H seems
that Americans are strangely
fond of losers, especially when
it comes to television. just look
at the programs that consistently top the Nielsen ratings
for your proof. Home Improvement is about a tool man who
can't swing a hammer straight.
The ever-popular Friends centers around a group of twemysomethings who can't swing
steady jobs, or dates for that
matter.
Apparently, Mike judge has
taken note of this odd phenomenon. Ftrst he created the mischievous losers Beavis and
Butthead. Now he is taking
prime time TV by storm with
his latest creation, a show about
a bunch of beer-guzzltng,
twangy-voiced, overweightyes, losers.
King of the Hill premiered
earher this month following

rhr S11npsons on Fox s unday
ntght ltneup. It immedtately
drew raves from TV cntics and
regular, old viewers alike. Set in
podunk Arlen, Texas, the animated senes follows the misadventures of Hank Hill, a beerbellied h usba nd.farher and vendorof'propaneand propane accessories." So can Hank and his
clan achieve the same success as
judge's teenage m1sfits? Uhh,
huh·huh, like, sure.
King of the

Hll: He's a
born loser,
but Hank
Hill and his
fcrnilymay
surprise TV
critics 'Nho
condemn
the new
series from
Beavis and
Butthead
creator
Mike Judge.

~

SURGE.J at 14101 Cedar Rd.
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Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

~®
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.rn.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday
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Women's hoops slumps
Matt Rayl

S~rtsRe~~~rt~e-,------------

Af ter starling the season with
a record of 9-2, the John Carroll
Universlly women's basketball
team has fallen on hard times re
cenrly, los1ng Its last four games.
TheBiueSrreaks(9-6,4 50AC)
lost thetr fourth stratght conference game Tuesday ntght fallmg
10 crosstOwn nval Baldwin
Wallace,62-59 'lrailmg59·50,the
Yellow jackets scored the finall2
potnts of the game
JCU fre hman guard jack1e
Tadych tmssed a three-pointer at
the end of regulauon that would
have sent the game Into overume.
She had a similar shot blocked u11
the prev1ous possess1on that also
would have ued the contest.
Down 32-26 at halftime, the
Streaks went on a 14 -4 run to begm the second half However, a
solid effort both offens1vely and
dcfens1 vel y was not enough as
poor execurton down the st retch
led to JC U's downfall
Senior Brtdgetjordan and JunIOr Chnstme Marrape e l d the
way with 12 potms each as the
S1 reaks lost thetr second stratght
home game.
The treaksbegan a four-game
wi nnmg trcak over winter break
With tWO VICtorieS at the
Wmenberg College Tournament
December 28-29. The Streaks
1rounccd Waynesburg, 76-12,and
defeated Wmenburg, 73-66, the
next day jordan led theStreaksln
bothgames.totalmg 31potm and
15 rebounds for the tournament
j U began 1997 the same way
lheyendedl996 wtthawm The
5treakr.uounced Notre Dame Col. fn\lf'!W!-d
,, 72 ·fH '''t 1o1y over I ictdclbct·g

percent from the floor and were
outrebounded by theMusktes47·
24 Senior Deana Bahhur led the
Streaks with 10 points and six re·
bounds 111 a losmg effort
Loss number two mjCU'scurren t four game slide came last
fucsday to OACleading Capttal
at the Don Shula Sports Center
The matchup of the rop two defenstve teams in the OAC turned
tnto a one-stded affatr as the Cru·
saders led 39-20 at halftime and
went on to post a 76 45 vrctory.
fhe Streaks shot JUSt 34 percent
from 1he field and committed 30
turnovers
"Unfortunately, we made too
many fundamental mistakes,"
said Dugan. "Youjustcan'tdothat
against a solid team like Capttal.
We rushed into our offense, and
we didn't shoot enough from the
penmeter 10 make our inside
game more effective."
The losmg streak extended to
three ga mes last Saturday asjCU
lost to Ohio Nonhern , 65-63, de spite shooting a blistering 56 percent fro m the floor. The Polar
Bears outscored the St reaks 37-30
in the second half, handing the
Streaks their first loss when leading at halftime.
Ma rrapesescored a career-htgh
13 points in defeat while Bahhur
became the seventh player in
school history to record 500 career rebounds
Sophomore Erin Biehle knows
the ream wants to put the losmg
srreak behmd them.
"We're m a sl ump nght now,"
sa rd Bich lc. "We need to refocus
and turn things around. The rest
of OUr january schedule IS going

•

three days later
" I he gt rls rea II y had a great rc
boundrng game lagamst Hetdel
berg!." satd Dugan "We were very
onsbtcnt mall areas."
Muskingum ended the John
Ctrroll four-game win streak on
January II byhandingtheStrcaks
a 69 54 defeat. J U shor JUSt 37

excturc the rhmgs we do 111 practice."
The Blue treak finish our rhe
monthofjanuarywith threetmponanr conference games beginnmg this Saturday when they host
Muskmgum m the Shula Sports
Center at 3:00p.m. jCU will then
travel to Capital Tuesday for a 7:30
p.m. tip-off.

Wolf-N-Pot Concert!
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The court of public opinion
incident between the Cowboys
and a Dallas woman provided fodIn a country where individual der for columnists and talk show
liberties are held to the highest hosts. Many of these journalists
standard and the idea that a per- ca lied for both players to be immedtately suspended long before
any investigatlon was complete.
We should not hold athletes to
a hi b
ndetd than otdi. a
son is inn occ m unul provengUJ lty cn izen;. A 1h ler esa reord inarycnirsastapleof a democraticgovern- zens themselves, who happen to
menr , we as a society are awfully possess the talent which allows
quick to judge and convict our pro- them to excel in competition.
fessional athletes at the mere pres- Their talent on the field, however,
ence of improper conduct.
should not translate into increased
The court of public opinion, scrutiny of their off -the-fteld acoften much more powerful and tivities.
far less arbitrary than our real leTrue, Williams and Irvin's past
gal system iseeOj.Simpson!,con- extra-curricular activities with a
victed Dallas Cowboy stars 17-year-old girl and two self-emMtchaellrvin and Erik Williams ployed"models"nodoubtconrriblong before the police even began uted to an attitude of presumed
their in vesr igar ion. Video footage guilt toward the football stars, but
of Irvin and Williams on ESPN news directors and editors across
and front page headlines across the country should have exhibthe country detailing the alleged ited better judgment in reporting
Reporter

Commentary

a free performance

sponsored by Student Activities

At half time of Satu rday's home
ga me aga mst Ohio orrhern, the
Joh n Carroll UntversJtymen's basketball team wasshoounga frigid
40.6 percenr from the Held and a
measly 25 percent from the free
throw line. Theresultwasa34-29
halfume lead for the Polar Bears.
"1t JUSt seemed like there was a
lid on the basket," said senior joey
Bigler, who misfired on six of hts
seven first-half shot attempts. "It
wasn't just one or two guys who
co uldn 't find the hole. It seemed
like everyone was struggling a
little bit."
The Blue Streaks, however,
emerged from the locker room firing on all cylinders. They opened
the second half with a 21-4 run
and eventually held on to defeat
the Polar Bears, 81-75.
"T he first five minutes of the
second half was really what won
the game for us," coach Mike
Moran sa id .
Bigler led the charge with eight
points, including a pair of threepointers. Senior jJ. Richardson,
who has steadily improved since
returning from a pre-season knee
in jury, added seven points during
the surge. Richardson finished
with 21 points and lOreboundson
1he afternoon.
After the Streaks claimed a 5038 lead, the Polar Bears never got
closer than seven until they cut
the lead to six with 2:05 remain·
ing in the game. That's when
things became a little edgy.
After a Blue Streak turnover at
the 1:28 rna rk, ONU had a chance

·The men's indoor track and field team will compete for the first time this season when it travels
to Baldwin-Wallace Friday. AmongjCUs top
returners are juniors Matt Lemieux and Don
Spenthoff, both all-OAC stars last year. Sophomore stars Eric Balish, Kyle Reynolds and Eric
Lucius also return for the Streaks_

Jerry . Hayes
Friday, January 24
7 p.m.
in the Wolf-N-Pot

BrianM.~u~~~h~y~~-----

Ass,stant Sports Ed1tor

·Another busy week awaits the men's and
women's swimming and diving teams as they
host Buffalo State tonight at 6 p.m. Friday night
JCU travels to Oberlin and then returns home
Saturday night to take on Baldwin-Wallace at 1
p.m.. Both squads are 3-4 overall and will be
looking to rebound from tough losses to Mount
Union last Saturday

S~rts

Nearly half of all MCAT students
study with Kaplan.

Shouldn•t you?
Call now to reserve your seat.

the story.
Cleveland Indians pitcher jose
Mesa'ssituarion is nodifferent. His
alleged actions in a Lakewood
motel room have resulted in a
gra nd jury indictment on six
counts, including rape. Nor even
in New York City, the birthplace
of

·

•

,
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Men·s Hoops Scores

Sports r=lashes

Kevin Bachman

SPORTS
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aboutan athlere'salleged conduct
receive such publicity(at the very
least, it would be on rhe back page}
Does the Indians reliever's alleged
bad judgment warrant a front
page headline above the fold? See,
the key words there were "lnd ians
reliever." Mesa is on the front page
o£ the Plain Dealer simply be·
cause he can throw a fastball 95
miles per hour.
I am not discounting rhe news
value of such stories; both inci dents are of legitimate news qual ity. But when was the last time an
"ordinary" rape charge was frant
page news? Every rape charge
might very well deserve
frant page head] ines, but it
does not get them. Therefore, neither should Mesa
simply because he plays
baseball.
What bothers me is the
discretion our newspapers
and TV stations, supposedly
our sources for unbiased, accurate i nfor ma tion, use in reporting these stories simply
because the alleged antagonists are athletes. Overzealous press coverage has taken
the private lives of athletes
and turned them upside
down. Alcohol and dr ugs
have claimed many victtms
in America, but when it happens to athletes, watch out.
From john Daly to Mickey
Mantle, editors and reporters seem to think that ath·
letes' shortcomings are the
business of the American
sportsfan.Thetrprivate lives
and errors in judgment
should not lead to debates
over whether Deion Sanders
should be the primary receiver or who is now the
Tribe's closer.
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vantage. But senior David
PEundstem , who totaled 7 points,

7 rebounds and 9 assists for the
game, made a real which led to a
patrof free throws by Richardson
that putjCU up by eight, 76-68.
Polar Bear freshman forward
jeremy Thompson was fouled on
the en uing pos ession He convened rhe first free throw but
missed the second ONU's Kevin
Sensabaugh 1racked down rhe rebound, but Bigler stole rhe ball,
thus thwarting another ONU
chance. Pfundstein sunk a pair of
free throws and the lead was 7869 with 40 seconds left to play.
Thompson, however, quickly
drained a three -pointer on the
next possession . 0 U's Salemo
Boddie then stole the inbounds
pass and found Thompson who
drilled another three-pointer, cutting the lead to 78-75 with 24 seconds left on the clock.
Pfundstein and Richardson,
rhough,combined to hit three free
throws to quell theONU rally and
provide the final margin of vic tory. In the game's final 57 seconds, Pf undstein and Rlchardson
made seven of eight free throws to
preserve the victory.
"We had the right guys on the
line [at the end of the game]," said
Bigler, who hit ftve of seven second-half shots and finished with
14 points. "JJ and David are both
great foul shooters and that's what
you want ar the end of the game."
Last Wednesday night the
Streaks jumped out to another big
first half lead at Capital and took a
49· 29 advantage into the locker
room at halftime. The Crusaders,
though, cut the lead to single digits beforejCU pulled away tocla1m

Senior Joey Bigler looks over the defense during Saturday's 81-75 victory over Ohio Northern at
the Shula Sports Center. With the win the Blue Streaks remained tied atop the OAC.
J U anal attributemuchof
8reboundswhilejunior Artie Tay- the return of Richardson for the
lor chipped in with 13 points and Randolph-Macon Tournament its recent success to Herdorf's play
over the Chnstmas break. The off the ben h. On the season he is
10 boards.
Prior to beating Capital, the Streaks captured the tournament averaging 11.4 points and 6.6 reStreaks also defeated Muskingum ttt le with a 99-90 victory over bounds per game. Over the last
by a 73-64 count on January II. Wesley in the first round followed seven games Heidorf IS averagmg
During its recent three-game win by a 63-47 triumph over the host 13.7 pomts and 7.6 rebounds per
streak, however,jCU has not been school, Randolph-Macon, in the game. Hei.salsoshootmganamaz·
able to put opponents away, opt· championshipgame. Richardson ing68.5 percent from the£1cld (37ing instead to keep games close netted 20 points in each game on 54) during that same period.
Entering last night's game at
until rhe end. That is something the way to being named to urna
the team needs to address, accord- ment MVP. Pfundstein was also Baldwin-Wallace the treaks(l22,6-20A )were tied for first place
named to the all-tourney team.
ing to Bigler.
Richardson , said that com- in the OAC with Mount Unlon.
"That's probablyoneof our big·
gest things we have to hone in the pared to last year he 1s not back to who defcatedjCU earlier t h1s sea·
next few games," Bigler said. one hundred percent. "If you con- son. TheStreaksstart rheir~cond
"When we get a pretty nice lead sider last year being one hundred go round of the OAC part of the
we have toputteams awayand not percent then no, I'm not one hun· schedule :nurday afternoon at

Streaks wltfi t5 pomts. Junior
Mark Heidorf added 19 points and

the fans in the gym.
jCU received a huge lift with
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Wrestlinl! moves up in national rankinl!s
Blue Streaks prcice well over semester break, set to host BW Saturday
Mark Bolek

"I call a loss hke that a 'qualified loss,'" said coach Kerry
Thanks to two solid showings Volkmann of the Duals, "because
over the semester break the john rhe level of competition we go
Carroll Universitywrestlingteam against can actually be worth five
is now ranked fourth in Division or six matches against average
Ill ,according to the latest Adidas- competltion."
Brute Wrestling Coaches Poll.
Kerr came up big as he won all
The first impressive finish five of his matches and defeated
two nationally
came when the
Blue Streaks deranked opponents in the
feated three ~~, feel Florida was
ranked oppoprocess. Kerr's
nents at the the best wrestling recent perforFlorida College
mance has
earned
him
Duals (Dece m- We'Ve done all
ber 29-30) on its
national at·
way to a 5-I
re ntion as he is
season. It was a
now ranked
record for the
No. 3 in Diviweekend.
good experience
sion Ill at 167
Out of eleven
teams,
rhe
pounds.
Volkmann
Streaks finished overall."
said wms like
third behind
Mount Union
justin Kerr these are espeand Wartburg
cially satisfyCollege (Iowa),
ing because
the top team in the nation. "we wrestle against some of rhe
Wartburg handedjohn Carroll its bestteamsaround,and we're beatonly loss of rhe Duals, a 30-9 set- ing them."
back
At the National Duals, senior
"Heel Florida was the best wres- MattColucclcompeted for the first
tling we've done all season," said time since his injury at the R!T
junior justin Kerr "It was a good Invitational. He posted a 3-l
experience overall."
record, including an 8·4 defeat of
The second impressivemeetfor nationally-ranked Chad Tunik of
jCU came when the team placed Buena Vista,lowa. Colucci is now
second at the Division Ill National ranked second in Division Ill at
Duals january LO-ll. The Streaks 126 pounds
defeated rhree ranked teams beAfter two competitive events
fore los1ng in the finals to host over breaks, many starters rested
o;chool lycommg, 24-18.
in last week 's dual meet at
S~rts

Reporter

Ashland, a Division ll opponent
who posted a 19-15 win over the
Streaks.
"You alwaysgoimoadual meet
with the intention to win it, but in
the grand scheme of things, it was
not the end of the world that we
were unable to beat Ashland," said
Volkmann. ·we had been through
some very strenuous competitiOn
with the Florida Duals and Division III National Duals over the
past several weeks, so we did rest
some people."
JCU sophomores Michael
DiNovo and ShaneMlgnognaeach
picked up their first dual meet
winso£ theseasonatl26and 142
pounds, respectively.
"I had been making tiny little
mistakes [prior ro Ashland!." said
DlNovo, who snapped a six-match
.

Enjoy potentially
devas tating tunage
every T hursday night
10 p .m-midnight

losing streak. "Everything just
clicked for me."
Volkmann believes hrs wrestlers have continued to prove
themselves throughout this season. The Streaks' remaining competition consists mainly of top
Division Ill schools, which is what
the wrestlers will face in the OAC

5100 Mayfield
Lyndhurst
605-9953
open lpm.<b•ly ~nd
L2 noon on <;,;,1urday
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and NCAA Championships in
March.
ThejCU wrestlers will next hit
the mat Saturday when they host
OAC rival Baldwin-Wallace at 7
p.m. in the Don ShulaSportsCen·
ter. The two teams have met 14
nmes previously, with Carroll
owning a 13-1 series advantage.
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Women's hoops slumps
Matt Rayl
Sports Reporter

After starnng the season with
a record of 9-2, the John Carroll
University women 's basketball
team has fallen on hard umes re·
cently, losrng ns last four games.
The BlueSt reaks (9-6, 4-50AC)
lost their fou rth st raight conference game Tuesday night, falh ng
to c rosst own nval Baldwin
Wallace,62-59 Tradmg59-50,the
Yellow Jacket scored the fi nall2
pomts of the game
JCU fre shman guard jackte
Tadych missed a three-pointer at
the end of regu lauon that would
have sent the game into overtime.
She had a simi Jar shot blocked 011
the previous possession that also
would have tied the contest.
Down 32-26 at half11me, the
treaks went on a 14-4 run to begin the second half. However, a
sohd effort both offens1vely and
defensively was not enough as
poor execution down the stretch
led to JCU's downfall
Semor Bridget Jordan and junior Chnstinc Marrapese led the
way w1th 12 pomts each as 1he
St reaks lost their second straight
home game.
The Streaks began a four-garne
winning streak over winter break
wnh two victones at the
Wmenberg College lournamem
December 28-29 The Streaks
trounced Waynesburg, 76· 32,and
defeated W1nenburg, 73-66, the
next day Jordan led the Streaks 1n
both games, totaling 31 potntsand
15 rebounds for the tournament.
JCU began 1997 the same way
they ended 1996 w1th a w1n The
Streak!. trounced Notre Dame Col-

,..,._..,...,~......~ 'le~ .
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" 72 -ltl v 1llo• y over l lc JdclbcJg
three days later
"The g1rls rea II y had a great re
boundmg game lagamst Heidel
bergl," sa1d Dugan "We were very
consistent tn all areas "
Musk1ngum ended the John
C:~ rroll four-ga me wm streak on
January \! byhand1ng rheStreaks
a 69-54 defeat. .I CU shot just 37

percent from the rloor and were
outrebounded by theM uskies 4 724. Scmor Deana Bahhur led the
StreakswHh IO(Xllntsandslx rebounds 111 a losmg effort.
Loss number two inJCU'scur·
rent fou r-ga me slide came last
Tue day to OAC-leading Capital
at the Don Shula S(XlrtS Center.
The match up of the top two de
fen s1ve teams in the OAC turned
mto a one-s ided affa1r as the Crusaders led 39-20 at halftime and
went on to post a 76-45 VICtory.
The Streaks shot JUSt 34 percent
from the field and com mined 30
turnovers.
"Unfortuna1ely, we made too
many fundamental mistakes,"
said Dugan. "You just can't do that
against a sol1d team like Capita!.
We rushed into our offense, and
we didn't shoot enough from the
penmeter to make our inside
game more effective."
The losing streak extended to
three games last Saturday asjCU
lost to Ohio Northern, 65-63, de ·
spite shooting a blistering 56 per·
cent from the floor. The Polar
Bears outscored the Streaks 37-30
in the second half, handing the
Streaks their first loss when leading at halft ime.
Marra pesescored a career-high
13 (Xlints in defeat while Bahhur
became the seventh player in
school history to record 500 career rebounds
Sophomore Erin Biehle knows
the team wants to put the losing
streak behind them.
"We're in a slump nght now,"
sa1d Biehle. "We need to refocus
and turn thmgsaround The rest
o[ our january schedule is going
I

I

cxcL we 1he 1h 1ng; we do m prac·
tice "
The Blue Streaks finrs h outthe
month of January with three im·
ponam conference games beginning thisSaturdaywhen th ey host
Muskingum in the Shula Sports
Center at 3:00p.m. JCU will then
travel to Capital Tuesday for a 7:30
p.m. t1p·off.

Wolf-N-Pot Concert!

Brian Murph'-'y-=-:---- - - Ass1stant Sports Ed1tor

·Another busy week awaits the men's and
women's swimming and diving teams as they
host Buffalo State tonight at 6 p.m. Friday night
JCU travels to Oberlin and then returns home
Saturday night to take on Baldwin-Wallace at l
p.m.. Both squads are 3-4 overall and will be
looking to rebound from tough losses to Mount
Union last Saturday
·The men's indoor track and field team will compete for the first time this season when it travels
to Baldwin-Wallace Friday. Among]CU's top
returners are juniors Matt Lemieux and Don
Spenthoff, both all-OAC stars last year. Sophomore stars Eric Balish, Kyle Reynolds and Eric
Lucius also return for the Streaks.

The court of public opinion
Kevin Bachman
Sports Reporter

In a country where individual
liberties are held to the highest
standard and the idea that a per-

Commentary
son is Jllnocem until provcngudty
is a staple of a democratic government , we as a SOCiety are awfully
quick to judge and con viet our professional at hletes at the mere presence of improper conduct.
The court of public opinion,
often much more powerful and
far less arbitrary than our real legal system [see OJ. Simpson], convicted Dallas Cowboy stars
Michael Irvin and Erik Williams
long before the police even began
their investigation. Video footage
of Irvin and Williams on ESPN
and front page headlines across
the country detailing the alleged

incident between the Cowboys
and a Dallas woman provided fodder for columnists and talk show
hosts. Many of these journalists
called for both players to be Immediate ly suspended long before
any investigation was complete.
We should not hold athletes to
a hi b Sl<ffidar.d than otdi.nar
c 1uzens A th letesare ord inary cit izens themselves, who happen to
possess the ta lent which a \lows
them to excel in competition.
Their talent on the field, however,
should not translate into increased
scrutiny of their off-the-field activities.
True, Williams and Irvin's past
extra-curricular activities with a
17-yea r-old girl and two self -employed "models" no doubt contri buted to an attitude of presumed
guil t toward the football stars, but
news directors and editors across
the country should have exhibited better judgment in reporting

a free performance
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Men·s Hoops Scores

Jerry · Hayes
Friday, January 24
7 p.m.
in the Wolf-N-Pot
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·Nearly half of all MCAT students
study with Kaplan.

Shouldn•t you?
Call now to reserve your seat.

the story
Cleveland Indians pitcher Jose
Mesa 'ssituation is no different. His
all eged ac tions in a Lakewood
motel room have resulted in a
grand jury indictment on s1x
counts, including rape. Not even
in New York City, the bi rthplace
of
·
I
ulat
about an athlete 'salleged conduct
receive such publicity (at the very
least,it would be on the back page).
Docs the Indians reliever's alleged
bad judgmen t warrant a front
page headline above the fold? See,
the key words there were "Indians
rel1ever." Mesa is on the front page
of the Plain Dealer simply because he can throw a fastball 95
m lies per hour.
I am not discounting the news
value of such stories; both incidents are of legiuma te news quality. But when was the last time an
"ordinary" rape charge was front
page news? Every rape charge
might ve-ry well dese rve
front page headlines, but it
does not get them. Therefore, neither should Mesa
simply because he plays
baseball.
Wha t bothers me is the
discretion our newspapers
and TV stations, supposedly
our sources for unbiased, ac·
curate informauon, use in reporting these stories simply
because the alleged antagonists are athletes. Overzealous press coverage has taken
the private lives of athletes
and turned them upside
down. Alcohol and drugs
have claimed many victims
in America, but when it happens to athletes, watch out.
From john Daly to Mickey
Mantle, editors and re(Xlrters seem to think that athletes' shortcomings are the
business of the American
sports fan.Their private lives
and errors in judgment
should not lead to debates
over whether Deion Sanders
should be the primary re·
ceiver or who is now the
Tribe's closer.

At hal f tim ed Saturday's home
game agai nst Ohio 'orthern, the
john Carroll Universnymen'sbasketballteam was shoounga frigid
40.6 percent from the field and a
measly 25 percent from the free
throw line. The result was a 34-29
ha lftime lead for the Polar Bears.
"ltjust seemed like there was a
lid on the basket," said senior Joey
Bigler, who misfired on six of his
seven first -half shot attempts. "It
wasn 't just one or two guys who
couldn't find the hole. lt seemed
lik e everyone was struggling a
little bit."
The Blue St reaks, however,
emerged from the locker room f1ring on all cylind ers. They opened
the second half with a 21-4 run
and eventually held on to defeat
the Polar Bears, 81-75.
"The first five minutes of the
seco nd half was really what won
the game for us ," coach Mi ke
Mora n said.
Bigler led the charge wit h eight
(Xlints, including a pai r of three(Xlinters. Senior JJ. Richardson,
who has steadily improved since
returning from a pre-season knee
inJury, added seven (Xlints during
the surge. Richardson fin ished
with 21 points and lOreboundson
th e afternoon.
After the Streaks cla imed a 5038 lead, the Polar Bears never got
closer than se ven umil they c ut
the lead to six with 2:05 remaining in the ga me. That's when
things became a little edgy.
After a Blue Streak turnover at
the 1:28 mark , ONU had a chance
LO c.h
away L JCU ·s ~:oo.-=
vantage. Bu t senior David
P[u.o_dstein , who rotaled 7 (Xlints,

7 rebounds and 9 assists for the
game, made a steal which led to a
pair of free throws by Richardson
that putJCU up by eight, 76·68.
Polar Bear freshman forward
Jeremy Thompson was fouled on
the ensumg possessiOn He convened the first free throw but
missed the second. ONU's Kevm
Sensabaugh tracked down therebound, but Bigler stole the ball,
thus thwarting a not he r ONU
chance. Pfundsteinsunk a pa1rof
free throws and the lead was 7869 with 40 seconds left to play.
Thompson, however, quickly
drained a three-pointer on the
next possession. ONU's Salemo
Boddie then stole the inbounds
pass and found Thompson who
drilled anotherthree-(Xlinter,cutti ng the lead to 78·75wi th 24 seconds left on the clock.
Pfundstein and Richardson ,
though,combined tohitthreefree
throws toquelltheONUra llyand
provide the final margin of victory. In the game's final 57 seconds, Pf undstein and Richardson
made seven of eightfreethrowsto
preserve th e victory.
"We had the right guys on the
line [at the end of the gamel," said
Bigler, who hit five of seven sec·
ond·ha lf shots and finished with
J4 point s. "J.J and David are both
great fou1shooters and that's what
you want at the end of the game."
Last Wednesd ay night the
Streaksjumpedouttoanotherbig
fi rsthalfleadatCapitalandtooka
49-29 advantage into the locker
room at halftime. The Crusaders,
though, cut the lead to single dig·
its beforejCU pulled away to claim
..a..;,u.~_Q..liiJ.I;.wl~-Wgl r !-'<!'~"""'"""''"'

Streaks with 6 pomts. Junior
Mark Heidorf added 19[X>intsand

Senior Joey Bigler looks over the defense during Saturday's 81-75 victory over Ohio Northern at
the Shula Sports Center. With the win the Blue Streaks remained tied atop the OAC.
J U anal oattribute much of
8reboundswhilejunior ArtieTay· the return of Richardson for the
lor chipped in with 13 (Xlints and Randolph -Macon Tourname nt its recent success to Heidorf'splay
over the Christmas break. The off the bench. On the season he is
10 boards.
Prior to beating Capital, the Streaks captured the tournament averagi ng 11 .4 points and 6.6 reStreaks also defeated Musk ingum mle with a 99-90 victory over bounds per game. Over the last
by a 73-64 count on January 11. Wesley in the first round followed seven games Heidorf ts averaging
During its recent three-game win by a 63-47 triumph over the host 117 (Xlints and 7.6 rebounds per
streak, however,JCU has not been school, Randolph-Macon, in the game. Heisalsoshootinganamaz·
able to put op(Xlnents away, opt· championsh ipgame. Richardson ing68.5 percent from the field (37ing instead to keep games close netted 20 points in each game on 54) during that same period.
Entering last night's game at
until the end. That is something the way to being named tournathe tea m needs toaddress,accord- ment MVP. Pfundstein was also Baldwin- Wallace the Streaks 022,6-2 OAC) were tied for first place
named to the all -tourney team.
ing to Bigler.
Ric hardson , said that com- in the OAC with Mount Umon,
"That's probablyoneof our biggest things we have to hone in the pared to last year he is not back to who defeatedJCU earlier this seanext few games," Bigler sai d. one hundred percent. "I f you con- son. The Streaks start their second
"When we get a preny nice lead Sider last year bemg one hundred go round of the OAC part of the
we have to put teams away and not percent then no, I'm not one hun- Gchedule Saturday af tern n at

thefunsintheg~ym~.~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~~~~~.,~~~WI~~~fii~~~--~~~~
JCU received a huge lift with

WrestlinJ! moves up in national rankinJ!s
Blue Streaks p'race well over semester break, set to host BW Saturaay
"I call a loss like that a 'qualified loss ,'" said coach Kerry
Sports Reporter
Thanks to two solid show ings Volkmann of the Duals, "because
over the semester break the john the level of competition we go
Car roll Universitywrestlingteam against can actually be worth five
is now ran ked fourth in Division or six matches against average
Ill , according to the latest Adidas- competition."
Kerr came up big as he won all
Brute Wrestling Coaches Poll.
The first impre ss ive fi nish five of his matches and defeated
two nationa II y
ca me when the
ran ked oppo·
Blue Streaksdenents in the
fea ted
three ~~, feel Florida was
process. Kerr's
ranked opponen ts at the the best wrestling recent performance has
Florida College
earned him
Duals (Dece m· We'Ve done a/1
national atber29-30)onits
tention as he is
way to a 5- l season. It was a
now ranked
record for the
No. 3 in Diviweekend.
good experience
sion Ill at !67
Out of eleven
pounds.
teams,
the overall."
Volkmann
Streaks finished
said wins like
third be h ind
Justin Kerr these areespeMount Unio n
and Wartbu rg - - - - - - - - - - - - cially satisfy·
ing because
College (Iowa ),
t he top team in the nation. "we wrestle against some of the
Wartburghandedjohn Carroll its best teams around, and we're beat·
on Iy loss of the Duals, a 30-9 set· ing them."
At the National Duals, senior
bac k.
"!feel Florida wa st he best wres· Matt Colucci competed for the first
tling we've done all season," said time since his injury at the RIT
JUn ior Ju tin Kerr. "It was a good Invitatio naL He posted a 3-1
record, including an 8-4 defeat of
experience overall."
The second impressivemeetfor nationally-ranked Chad Tunik of
JCU came when th e team placed Buena Vista, Iowa. Colucci is now
second at the Division Ill National ranked second in Division lii at
DualsJanuary !O-IL The Streaks 126 (X>Unds.
After two competitive evems
defeated three ranked teams before losing in the fi na Is to host over breaks, many starters rested
in last week 's dual meet at
sc hool Lycommg, 24-18.

Mark Boleky

Ashland, a Division ll opponent
who (X>Sted a 19-15 win over the
Streaks.
'You always goimoa dual meet
with the intention tow in it, bu t in
the grand scheme of things, It was
not the end of the world that we
were unable to beat Ashland," said
Volkmann. ·we had been through
some very strenuous competition
with the Florida Duals and Division lll National Duals over the
past several weeks, so we did rest
some people.'
jCU sophomores Michael
DiNovo and ShaneMignognaeach
picked up their first dual meet
wins of the season at 126 and 142
pounds, respectively.
"l had been making tiny little
mistakes [prior to Ashland!," said
DiNovo,who snapped a six-match

losing streak. "Everything just
clicked for me."
Volkmann believes his wrestlers have continued to prove
themselves throughout this season. The Streaks' remaining competition consists mainly of top
Division Ill schools, which is what
the wrestlers will face in the OAC
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and NCAA Championships in
March.
TheJCU wrestlers wJll next hit
the mat Saturday when they host
OAC nval Baldwin-Wallace at 7
p.m. in the Don Shu Ia S(XlrtS Center. The two teams have met 14
times previously, with Carroll
owning a 13-1 series advantage.
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Clinton Inaugurated into second term

•Views/Editorial

Editorial

A delayed spotlight
upon Ebonies
The year 1997 is hardly a monch old, but already
we have been visited by controversy destined to
continue burning all year long. The Oakland school
board's approval of a policy to "recognize and understand" Black English-otherwise known as
Ebonies-in its ~irriculum, has whipped the lid from
Amenc~'s T?elnng P?t, and let our racially-motivated dtvtsions and judgments boil over once again.
There l_o?ms the fear of unknown code language,
unfam,thar forms and phrases striking at some
peoples sense of secunty. Black parents are voicing
t~eu concerns over their schools' seeming assimilan~:m of ot~er minority dialects and languages while
dtscoura&mg the use of Black English. Black and
white_cJvtlleaders alt~e are questioning whether or
not widespread Ebomcseducation will inhibit
students preparing for future careers. And nearly
everybody else is debating exactly what, if anything, constituces a "proper" or "improper" language.
Other questions revolve around the exact definition
of Ebonies, its exact placement upon the world's
linguistic family tree, and most importantly, its
exact placement in the school systems.
What's most surprising about these questions? In
Cab forma, at least, these questions had already been
answered several years ago.
In 1989, Thomas Payzant, superintendent of San
D1ego schools, approved the creation of the first
four pilot schools to teach Ebonies. Sociologists and
I ing~ists were recognizing Black English as an
Enghsh d1alect as well -defined and distinct as
Austrahan En \ish or lrish En hsh or American

English from Brilish English. These new schools
hoped to train its teachers to recognize the Black
English young students had been raised to speak in
order to m_ore easily teach them the system of standard Enghsh tha t would help them advance in
American society. The controversy is not complete I y unique to America alone: the same tension
has surfaced fo r years between the London and
Cockney dialect speakers of England, ala "My Fair
Lady."
That doesn't mean that the escalating Ebonies
ha lli e, as late as it may be in coming, might not
leave permanent scars upon the education system.
Read ing and language skills among all elementary
sc hoolchildren, of any color, have been lamentable
for some tim . So far, test scores of Ebonies-in[ used
cirricu lum schools have no[ shown sufficient evidence one way or the other whether Ebonies improves the tandard English of black students. But
the fine-tuning and experience such a young program needs to truly discover its value might be
destroyed if the sudden spotlight either forces
Ebonies into every single American school system
or tears it away all together. There could be something to be learned of benefit to all by the Oakland
Ebonies expcrim nt. Such a lesson may never be
learned if suspicion and fear eradicates the results.

HITS & misses

HIT: The temperature has finally risen above freezing. The "go-out -and-start -your -car-every-day-orelse-the-b~ttery-will-die" emergency is over.
m I s s: The usual bookstore fiasco was even more
of a fiasco this year. Does 'took in the general
book section" sound familiar to anyone? mIss: Of
course, professors that order the books a week
before class starts and then expect all assignments to be read don't make anyone's job easier.
HIT /m I s s: The Valentine's Day dance is looming
on the horizon. Time to start thinking about that
infamous four-letter word (no, the other one).
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Post
President Clinton began his second term
Monday. II is hard to anticipate how it will
go.

/--

Commentary

\

\

"I can't put my linger on it...did I lorget my keys?"

Do you know what day it is?
Thmsdayisfinally here. Another week is coming to
an end. Bllt wail ,somehow this week didn"r seem quire so
bad. And thai 's because this one is on I y a four day week,
with I he university having been closed on Monday for
Martin Luther KingJr. Day.
"So. did you enjoy your day ofP" was a question
commonly asked on Monday night and Tuesday. My
answer was "yes, ! did." as was most everyone's, as people
were able ro go out on Sunday instead of doing homework, and spend Monday
watching television, skiing.
shopping,or just being with
friends rather than going to
INBEdltor
classes. And this is a good
thing. We all need breaks
like thai one, even if it is still
the beginning of the semester.
Hopefully,all of us made
Commentary
the most out of having
Monday off. But, making rhe
most out of the day could
have involved a lot more than simply going our on
Sunday night or just hanging out on Monday. Monday
was a big day for the country as a whole. And not just
beca.~ ·
tin l..!.lthel King. j[. Day, which is a
day rhar we should all honor more rhan most of us do,
but because for the first time in more than a decade, we
inaugllrated the President of the United Sates to a second
term in office
How many people real! y took time (however bnefeven if on ly for a minute) out of their day on Monday to
think about what was happening in our nation's capital?
Due to gening a rather late stan 10 my day Monday, I
myself had ro catch the replay of the inallguration

ceremony on C-SPAN Monday night. Yet, whi le I wasn't
watching it live, it still blew me away from thefirst
notes of "Hail to the Chid." to the last words of Clinton's
inaugural address. This was history in the making, and
we al l had ample opportunity to watch it live (or almost
live), but did we? I could not help but think about the
way my friendsand l had spent I he day, in comparison
to a friend of mine who transferred to Georgetown
University this year, and was ac tually hoping to witness
some of the inaugural events in
person this past weekend.
This is a jesuit institution,
which promotes a wordly, wellrounded education, so why is there
this sense of indifference toward
national and world eve nts that
have such a large impact on both
the current times and history?
Unfortunate!y,joh n Carroll
students were reported ly not alone
in their indifference to the
inauguration. Accordmg 10 an article in The Washington
Post. one New Yorker said "It's kind of nice to watch it
here. Times Square has always been a gatheri ng place for
IID(:Xlr

C~i!al~~~~!!ii'j~~!""'"""'""'......._

enjoy rhe spec raclc of eve nt s like this anymore ... the
excitement is gone."
Perhaps I he challenge to all of us is not on ly torefocus our own attention on naiiona l and world events,
bur as educated ci iizens, to inspire our fnends, and even
those we don't know, 10 care about these isslles. If we
don't, what exactly will become of this country, revered
for it sdemocraiic naiUre. and our position as a major
world power?

The once-a-year sports fan speaks
It's not a game. It's an American phenomenon.
It 's a brightly-lit, blimp-infested oval upon wh ic h
the attentions, and televisions, of the entire world
cannot help but be fixed at the beginning of each
and every year. When it's exciting, it's hke some
great big firecracker exploding over the circum[ erence of the eanh, and the rest of the world c1 icks
off its set and presumes that America still has its
head screwed on stra ignt.
But when it's bad, and
as far as 1can remember, it
Christine
has been really bad, the
Dresch
rest of the world chcks off
Opinion Editor
its set and shrugs, guessing little more can be
expected of a country that
spends more money on a
thirty-second Super Bowl
Commentary
cornmerical spot than on
any of its typical elementary schools through the
remainder of the year. It's a barometer for the year.
It 's impossible to ignore. And that's why I'm
cautiously hopeful that Super Bowl XXX I is
somewhat watchable this year. Besides, if I have to
Sit through the thing in order to catch The X-Files ,
l'd like to be entertained by more than the Pepsi
commencals. Several factors seem to point in this
direct ion:
New Orleans: Too bad they couldn't delay the
game until Fat Tuesday. My own persona l
observation-which may say more about my soc ial
life than social life in genera l-I've always found
college-bound Super Bowl Su ndays Super Bowl
dow mime, a dissappointing gap between Mom's
tablefulof hotdogs and Velveetasalsa and the
mobbed, ultra-expensive sports bar. I think I'll
find it comfort ing, while munching stale corn
chips and reading Conrad during time-outs, to

know tha t the biggest tailgate party this side of the
International Date Line is in full swing, with
people shak ing their team-colored body parts over
the cast-iron bale on ies of Bourbon Street.
FOX: Besides having some of TV's coolest
shows (af orementionedFiles and its sistershowMillenium ) FOX has the most idiot-[ riendly
sports network. john Madden is standing by,
electronic pen in hand , to dissect every step taken
by every player during every
second of the game, as well as
to draw horns on the heads of
the owners tucked away in
their cus hy loges. And the
float ing box m the upper
corner keeps me constantly
informed about the only
sta tistic I trul y ca re to comprehend, I he score. There's also
always the chance that the
yellow flag tag will drop
before I'm completely bewilde red by penalties,
courtesy of the same geniuses, probably, that
decided to overlap hockey pucks with blazing
pink comets.
The Packers and the Patriots: The ideal would
have been Carolina vsjacksonville, an exclusive
expa nsion team finale giving multi-tnllion dollar
athletes a muc h-needed shot in the arm. But there
seems to be a lot of nostalgic support for Green Bay
being there, as well as pleasant astonishment that
New England finally made it too. Anythmg's an
improvement over th e Cowboys and/or Bills trend
of the past few years. Fresh blood should also reinvigorate sports gambling. At the very least, the
sight of several thousand fan boys painted like 4th
of july Tooters or wearing foam cheese wedges on
their heads should be amusing enough to kill time
between the coin toss and alien investigation.

Thest n kingthingabout the first term IS
the extent to which the major accomplishments were political rather than substantive. Winning the Democratic nomination
in 1992, moving the party a couple of clicks
to tne center and taking back the executive
branch from the Republicans was an obv ious triumph; so was th e skillful way in
which the president reconstructed his fortunes and came back to win re-election a fter what seemed to be the repudiauon of
both him and his party in 1994.
He ach ieved that recovery in pan by using the Republican agenda as a foi l, branding it as extreme and deflecting its harshest
elements even while embraci ng much of
the rest. For the deflections, even theRepublicans ought to give thanks.
What will drive the administration now
that there is not another election ahead)
That's the question to which the past is so
uncertain a guide. W hat will Clinton seek
to ach ieve, what legacy to leave?
The pres ident's first year in office was
mainly given over to governmental repairs.
It wasleftto him tomopupafterthe Reagan
and Bush administration s.
lle forced through a balky Congress a
badly needed bill to reduce the inherited
deficit, restore the tax code's progressive
edge and increase aid to the poor. The second year went up in the flames of a deeply
flawed health-ca re reform. The third and
fourth
er mainl y to tactical
--n~•ense. The largest legislati ve"accom plish_ _ _ __..~:..:_.. __ _

---

Parking fee pays for
incredible security
After reading one -si ded complaints
about the priceofJCU parking permits l feel
compe lled to write a letter to defend - th at's right defend -t he administration's
$60 student parking fee.
Those whocomplain about the high price
of on-campus parking permits ig nore the
rna ny benefits that accompany permit ownership: spaces forallfreshm an resident hall
students who have"jobs"off -campus(some-
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ment" was in fact a sellout of the poor for
polttical purposes under the false flag of
welfare reform .
ow the president comes to the domestic table with an unconvincing proposal to
balance the budget, it won't solve the longterm problem; a major inc rease in aid to
higher education, which seems to us and all
manner of others to be poorly thought
through; and a long list of lesser proposals
more decorative than anything else.
You could argue there's no need for more;
the country is relatively well off and well
positioned in the world just now. But in fact
the country, as the president himsel f has
observed on occasion, faces some serious
structural problems that sooner or later will
have to be addressed by some president.
Why not this one now7
The present level of federal aid to theeldl
Security, Medicare and Medicaid, probably
can't be sustained as the baby boomers begin to retire not that many years from now.
The not-so-long-term budget problem the
country faces is basically how to pay for or
cut the cost of th is aid without at the same
time destroying the progress that has been
made in reducing the poverty rate among
the elderly.
The heal th-care system is likewise defective in ways the president pointed out in
1993 and '94; the cost is enormous, yet at any
given time a seventh of the population is
uninsured .
There are other ways in which the
economy also doesn't work as well as it
should for people at the lower end of the
income scale. The system of campaign financeon which, in a sense, the entire political system rests, is both corruptive and out
of control, as the president 's own last campaign so fl amboyan tly attests.
In his first term Clinton was slow to find
his foreign-policy way, and in Bosnia, Haiti

and Somalia a pnce was paid, though m
the firsttwo places he recouped He and his
team were not always sure-handed.
Nonetheless, though he never got a good
bead on China, he kept a focus on democratic reform in Russia, moved cautiously
toward new security arrangements in Europe and plugged for nuclear-prolifera[lon
controls.
Late good breaks, partly due tO American persistence in Korea and the Mideast,
leave him poised for major second-term
advances. Neither the public nor Congress
nor the Republicans are insisting with any
vigor on an approach much different from
his own

thing most universities with limited park- New ''LIFE'' Resolutions
ing space are not Christian enough to do), a
Welcome back fellow John Carroll stuguaranteed space to all who arrive on ca mpus by 6:30 a.m.,and- the most often over- dents and Happy New Year. Nineteen
looked of allJCU parking benefits - a strict ninety-six is already far behind and 1997
parking lot security system provided by and stands before us. Perhaps this is the year
that great things happen to you. Perhaps
impenetrable system of wooden "gates."
Most students, especially those who voice this is the year you land that job you've
compla ints about the price of parking at always wanted or your beloved proposes
j ohn Carroll University, justcasuallyglance to you. At any rate, you can besureformuat the black-and-whne-striped bastions of lating their New Year's resolutions.
EachjaiUJaryit's the same thing. Ameridefense without really pondering the rea sons why JCU absolutely needs these formi- cans take their dreams, hopes and unredable pieces of wood. just look at the sur- solved desires then organize them mto a
rounding neighborhood and residents! Don't list of goals they feel are worthy of attainthe words "slum,""ghetto." and "hood" come ment. I'll bet you have some of your own. A
to mind when driving down Mirimar or few of the most common resolutions are to
Belvoir? Which john Carroll student isn't quit smoking, lose weight, make more
terrified to drive past those hostile "No money or to find the right mate. I think it's
Driveway Turnaround" signs posted by our time for a change. Don't you? Perhaps we
volatile neighbors. I know that I only truly should get away from New Year's resolufeel safe in University Heights after I have tionsand start having new life resolutions.
Whydolsaythis,you may ask? Because
passed through one of JCU's guarded parking lot entrances. Those guardhouses and New Year's resolutions are idea llysupposed
accompanying system of gates are our sole to be acted upon in the year they are idenprotection against the riffraff (clever! y dis- tified. lf they aren't achieved by the end of
guised in Catholic school uniforms) that December we feel a small amount of disaploiter in the streets around campus. Thus, I pointment. Then the process repeats itself
would pay $160- even $560- [or a parking the foll owing year. Let's be realistic. You
permit, if university administration would rarely meet an individual who keeps their
agree to use the funds to keep a steady sup- resolutions each year. Most of us don't folply of black-and-white wooden boards low through with the goals we've selected.
ready for instillatio n at a moment's notice. In fact, by February the majority of us have
I challenge all who are too quick to JUmp already given up on half of them.
With new life resolutions, you have an
on the anti-parki ng-permit bandwagon to
stop and think about what thetr $60 buys: entire lifetime to attam your goa ls. You
1.5 inch barriers that protect our camp us don't have to be disappointed when the
parking lots rrom the dangerous outside year is over because you didn't keep you
world- well, at least they protect our cam- resolution. Also starting a new life cancels
pus from morons who can't figure out that out the idea that you won"t keep your goals.
thegatescan be broken by a truck, car, or 10- All the failures and mistakes of the past
year-old with a strong arm and a wiffle ball don't matter anymore. Let's stan the year
bat. And doesjCU really want people that off realizing that we are in a new era of
existence and experience. There are opstupid on campus7
$60 is a small pnce to pay for thts sort of portunities waHing to be taken advantage
of and unhmited pos ibilities m this new
protecnon.
lifet Can you besuccessfulandaccomplish
things you ve never accomplished before?
jennifer B. Buckley
Certainly, but 111 ordertodothat it's imporGrad Student

The earlier demand for a dtsnnctive and
comprehensive post-Cold War "vision" has
yielded to a simpledesire, reasonable under
the circumstances. for good sense in dealing wtth global change and for a proper
respect for Amencan values and interests,
too
The broad question ts, To what extent
wi II Chnton,f reed oft he baggage of having
torunagamforoffi e,summon the country
to confront the harder.fundamentaltssues,
whether at home or abroad?
That's the standard, one of 1hem. anyway, against which to judge the no doubt
fine inaugural remarks you will hear Monday, and what comes after.

-

tant to acknowledge something
Do you really want to change your hfe?
lf the answer is yes, then go ahead. Do those
things you've always wanted to do! The
only obstacle in your path is your own inhibttionsl Seize the day today, and you'll have
no regrets tomorrow.
Dwane McLaughlin
Class of 1998

JR. Class Secretary apologizes
I would like to take this op~nunity to
express my sincere apology to the student
body and staff of John Carroll University.
At th e most recent jUSTICE conference, I
embellished my credentials and as well as
my role in resolving the recent Student
Union budget crisis. I misrepresented myself as well as poorly represented john Carroll and the integrity of its students. For
this, I am sorry. I have learned from this
mistake, paid reparations for my actions,
and 1 ensure that I will never again exert
such poor judgment.

-

j eff Becherer
JR. Class Secretary
The Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor. as it is
our way of knowing what you
like or dislike about the CN.
the campus or life in general.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday. in
the CNoffice. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submitted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS · jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only if there is
additional space available . We
reserve the right to edit letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
your phone number.

r
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Clinton Inaugurated into second term

•Views/Editorial

Editorial
© The Washington

Post
President Clinton began his second term
Monday. It is hard to anticipate how it will
go.

A delayed spotlight
upon Ebonies

-

The year 199~ is hardly a month old, but already
we have been visited by controversy destined to
continue burning all year long. The Oakland school
board's approval of a_policy to "recognize and understand Black Enghsh-otherwise known as
Eboni_cs-in its ~irriculum, has whipped the lid from
Amenca's meltmg pm, and let our racially-motivated diVtSions and JUdgmems boil over once again.
There l~?ms the fear of unknown code language,
unfam1har forms and phrases striking at some
pe~ple's sense of security. Black parents are voicing
t?eir concerns ?ver_ their schools' seeming assimilatl?n of ot~er mmonty dtalects and languages while
dtscouragmg the use of Black English. Black and
white_civilleaders alike are questioning whether or
not wtdespread Ebomcs educatlon willinhibit
students preparing for future careers. And nearly
everybody else is debating exactly what, if anything, constitutes a "proper" or "improper" language.
Other quest10ns revolve around the exact definition
of Ebonies, its exact placement upon the world's
linguistic family tree, and most importantly, its
exact placement in the school systems.
What's most surprising about these questions? In
California, at least, these questions had already been
answered several years ago.
In I989, Thomas Payzant, superintendent of San
Diego schools, approved the creation of the first
f?ur l?ilot schools to teach Ebonies. Sociologists and
lmgmsts were recognizing Black English as an
English dialect as well-defined and distinct as
Austra\lan En hshorlrish En lishor American
En g !i ~ h from British English. These new schools
hoped to train its teachers to recognize the Black
English young S[Udenrs had been raised to speak in
ord er to more cas I l y teach them the system of standard English that would help them advance in
American society. The controversy is not completely unique to America alone: the sa me tension
has surfaced for yea rs between the London and
Co kney dialect speakers of England, ala "My Fair
Lady."
That doesn't mean that the escalating Ebonies
hattie, as late as it may be in coming, might not
leave permanent scars upon the education system.
Rcad1 ng and language skills among all elementary
schoolchildren, of any color, have been lamentable
for some time. So far, test scores of Ebonies-in[ used
cirricul urn schools have no[ shown sufficient evidence one way or the other whether Ebonies improves the standard English of black students. But
the fine -tuning and experience such a young program needs to truly discover its value might be
de troyc9 tf the sudden spotlight enher forces
EboniC mto every single American school system
or tears it away all together. There cou ld be something to be learned of benef it to all by the Oakland
Ebonies experiment. Such a lesson may never be
learned if suspicion and fear eradicates the results.

HITS & misses
HIT: The temperature has finally risen above freezing. The "go-out-and-start -your -car -every-day-orelse-the-b~ttery-will-die" emergency is over.
m I s s: The usual bookstore fiasco was even more
of a fiasco this year. Does 'took in the general
book section" sound familiar to anyone? mIss: Of
course, professors that order the books a week
before class starts and then expect all assignments to be read don't make anyone's job easier.
HIT I m I s s: The Valentine's Day dance is looming
on the horizon. Time to start thinking about that
infamous four-letter word (no, the other one).
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Commentary

"1 can't put my linger on il...did I forget my keys?"

Do you know what day it is?
Thursday is finally here. Another week is coming to
ceremony on C-SPAN Monday night. Yet, while I wasn't
an end. But wait, somehow this week didn't seem quire so watching it live, it still blew me away from the first
bad. And that's because this one is on ly a four day week,
notes of "Hail to the Chief," to the last words of Clinton's
with the university having been closed on Monday for
inaugural address. This was history in the making,and
Martin Luther Kingjr. Day.
we all had ample opportunity to watch it live (or almost
"So, did you enjoy you r day offl" was a question
live), but did we? I could not help but think about the
commonly asked on Monday night and Tuesday. My
way my friends and I had spent the day, in comparison
answer was "yes, I did," as was most everyone's, as people
to a friend of mine who transferred to Georgetown
were able to go our on Sunday instead of doing homeUniversity this year, and was actuall y hoping to witn ess
work, and spend Monday
••--::~~~-==~~~~= some of the inaugural events in
watching television ,skiing,
Kristen
person this past weekend.
shopping, or just being with
Schneidler
Th is is a jesuit mstitution,
friends rat her than going 10
which promotes a wordly, well INB Editor
classes. And this is a good
rounded education, so why is there
thing. We all need breaks
this sense of indifference toward
like that one, even if it is still
national and world events that
the beginning of the semester.
have such a large impact on both
Hopefully, all of us made
the current times and history?
Commentary
the most out of ha ving
Unfortunately,john Carroll
Monday off. But, makmg the
students were reportedly not alone
most out of 1he day could
in their indifference to the
have involved a lot more than simply going out on
inauguration. According to an article in The Wa shingwn
Sunday night orJUSt hanging out on Monday. Monday
Post, one New Yorker said "It's kmd of nice to watch it
was a big day forthecoumryasa whole. And not just
here. Times Square has always been a gathering place for
b:ca~ ·
linl..u.thei:Klog. Jr. Day, which is a
iiD{lOI!i!n.tC~b2a!~~~~!!lo!'i~~~"""'"""'------;::~.:.:
day that we sho uld all honor more than mos t of us do.
enjoy the spectacle of events like this anymore.. the
but because for the first time in more than a decade , we
excitement 1s gone."
maugurated the President of the United Sates to a second
Perhaps the cha llenge to all of us is nor on ly toreterm in office.
focus our own attention on national and world events,
How many people rea lly took time (however briefbut as educated citizens, to inspire our friends, and even
even if only for a minute) out of their day on Monday to
those we don't know, to care about these issues. If we
think about what was happening in our nation's capitaP
don't, what exactly will become of this country, revered
Due to getting a rather late start to my day Monday, I
for its democratic nature, and our position as a major
myself had to catch the replay of the inauguration
world power?

The once-a-year sports fan speaks
know that the biggest tailgate party this side of the
It's not a game. It's an American phenomenon.
In ternational Date Line is in full swing, with
It's a brightly-lit, blimp-infested oval upon which
people shaking their team -colored body parts over
the attentions, and televisions, of the entire world
the cast-i ron balconies of Bourbon St reet.
cannot help but be fixed at the beginning of each
FOX : Besides havi ng some of TV's coolest
and every year. When it's exciting, it's like some
great big firecracker exploding over the circumf er- shows (af orementionedFi les and its sistershowMilleniu m ) FOX has the most idiot-friendly
ence of the earth, and the rest of the world clicks
sports network. j ohn Madden is standing by,
off its set and presumes that America still has its
electronic pen in hand, to dissect every step taken
head screwed on straight.
But when it's bad, and
- - - - - - - - - - - - ··- •
by eve ryofplayer
during
every
the game,
as well
as
second
as far as I can remember, it
Christine
to draw horns on the heads of
has been really bad, the
Dresch
the owners tucked away in
rest of the world clicks off
Opinion Editor
their cushy loges. And the
its set and shrugs, guessfloating box in the upper
ing little more can be
corner keeps me constantly
expected of a country that
informed about the only
spends more money on a
statistic 1truly care to comprethirty-second Super Bowl
Commentary
hend, the score. There's also
commerical spot than on
always the chance th at the
any of its typical elemenyellow flag tag will drop
tary schools through the
remainder of the year. It's a barometer for the year. before I'm comp letely bewildered by penalties,
courtesy of t he same geniuses, probably, that
It's 1m possible to ignore. And that's why I'm
decided to overlap hockey pucks with blazing
cautiously hopeful that Super Bowl XXXI is
somewhat watch able this year. Besides, if 1 ha ve to pink comets.
The Packers and the Pat riots: The ideal would
sit through the thing in order to catch The X-Files ,
have been Carolina vsjacksonville, an exclusive
l'd like to be entertained by more than the Pepsi
expansion ream finale giving multi -trillion dollar
commericals. Several factors seem to point in this
athletes a much-needed shot in the arm. But there
direction:
seems to be a lot of nostalgic support for Green Bay
New Orlea11S" Too bad they couldn't delay the
being there, as well as pleasant astonishment that
game unul Fat Tuesday. My own personal
observation-which may say more about my social New England fina lly made it too. Anything's an
improvement over the Cowboys and/or Bills trend
life than social life in ge neral-l've always found
of the past few years. Fresh blood should also recollege-bound Super Bowl Sundays Super Bowl
invigorate sports gambling. At the very least, the
downtime, a dissappointing gap between Mom's
sight of several thousand fan boys painted like 4th
table[ ul of hot dogs and Velveeta salsa and the
of July Tooters or wearing foam cheese wedges on
mobbed, ultra-expensive sports bar. I think I'll
their heads should be amusing enough to kill time
find it comforting, while munching stale corn
between the coin toss and a hen investigation.
ch1 ps and reading Conrad during time-outs, to

The striking thingabour the firs t term 1s
the extent to whi ch the major accomplishments were politica 1 rather than substantive . Winning the Democratic nomination
in 1992, movi ng the party a couple of clicks
to the center and taking back the executive
branch from the Republicans was an obvious triumph, so was the skillful way m
which the president reconstructed his fortunes and came back to win re-election after what seemed to be the repudiat ion of
both him and his party in 1994.
He achieved that recovery in part by using the Republican agenda as a foil, branding it as extreme and deflecting its harshest
elements even while embracing much of
the rest. For the deflections, even the Republicans ought to give thanks.
Whatwilldrive theadministracion now
that there is not another election ahead?
That's the question to wh1ch the past is so
uncertain a guide. What will Clinton seek
to achieve, what legacy to leave?
The president's first year in office ·was
mainly given over to governmental repa1rs.
It was left to him tomopupaftertheReagan
and Bush administrations.
He forced through a balky Congress a
badly needed bill w reduce the inherited
deficit , restore the tax code's progressive
edge and increase aid to the poor. The second year went up in the flames of a deeply
flawed health-care reform. The third and
fourth
. n-over main! y to tactical
ense. The largest leg1slati ve "accomplish-

Parking fee pays for
incredible security
After reading one-sided complaints
about the price of JCU parking permits Ifeel
compell ed to write a letter to defend - th at's right defend - the administration's
$60 student parki ng fee.
Thosewho complain about the high price
of on-campus parking permits ignore the
many benefits that accompan ypermit ownership: spaces for all freshman resident hall
stude nts who have "jobs"off- campus(some-
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The earlier demand for a distinctive and
comprehensive posr-cold War "vision" has
yielded toasimpledestre.reasonable under
the circumstances, for good sense m deal mg with global change and for a proper
respect for Amencan values and interests,
too.
The broad question ts, To what extent
wlltChnton.f reed oft he baggage of having
to run agam forofflce,summon the country
to confront the harder,fundamental issues,
whether at home or abroad?
That's the standard, one of them, anyway, against which to judge the no doubt
fine inaugural remarks you w1ll hear Monday, and what com after.

and Somalia a puce was paid, thOLtgh in
the firstrwo places he recouped He and his
team were not always sure-handed .
Nonetheless, though he never got a good
bead on China, he kept a focus on democratic reform in Russia, moved cautiously
toward new security arrangements m Europe and plugged for nuclear-proltfcratton
controls.
Late good breaks, partly due to American persistence in Korea and the Mideast,
leave him poised for major second-term
advances. Neither the public nor Congress
nor the Republicans are insisting with any
vigor on an approach much different from
his own.

- - -- - --

~---

Editor-lr>Olief
Chrlatlna E. Hyneo
Managi1g Editor

ment" was in fact a sellout of the poor for
political purposes under the false flag of
welfare reform .
Now the president comes to th e domestic table with an unconvincing proposal to
balance the budget, it won't solve the longterm problem; a major increase m aid to
higher education , which seems to us and all
manner of others to be poorly thought
through; and a long list of lesser proposals
more decorative than anything else.
You could argue thcres no need for more;
the country is relatively well off and well
positioned in the world just now. But in fact
the country, as the president himself has
observed on occasion, faces some serious
structural problems that sooner or later will
have to be adcjressed by some president.
Why not this one now7
The present level of federal aid to the eld I
Security, Medicare and Medicaid, probably
can't be sustained as the baby boomers begin ro re tire not that many years from now.
The not-so-long-term budget problem the
country faces is basically how to pay for or
cut the cost of this aid without at the same
time destroy ing the progress that has been
made in reducing the poverty ra te among
the elder! y
The health-care system is likewise defective in ways the president pointed out in
1993and '94; the cost is enormous, yet at any
g1ven time a seventh of the population is
uninsured.
There are other ways in whtch the
economy also doesn 't work as well as it
should for people at the lower end of th e
income scale. The system of campaign fina nee on which, in a sense, the entire political system rests, is both corr uptive and out
of control, as the president's own last campaign so flamboyantly attests.
In his first term Clinton was slow to find
hi s foreign-policy way, a nd m Bosnia, Haiti
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thing most universities with limited parking space are not Christian enough to do), a
guaranteed space to all who arrive on campus by 6:30a.m., an d -the most of ten overlooked of allJCU parking benefits- a strict
parking lot security system provided by and
impenetrable system of wooden "ga tes."
Most students,especiallythose who voice
complaints about the pric e of parking at
John Carroll University, just casuall y glance
at the black-a nd-white-striped bastions of
defense without really pondering the reasons why JCU absolutel y needs these form idable pieces of wood. just look at the surrounding neighborhood and residents! Don't
the words "slum," "ghetto," and "hood" come
to mind when driving down Mirimar or
Belvoir? Which john Carroll student isn't
terrified to drive past those hostile "No
Driveway Turnaround" signs posted by our
volatile neighbors. 1know that lonlytruly
feel safe in University Heights after I have
passed through one of jCU's guarded parking lot entrances. Those guardhouses and
accompanying system of gates are our sole
protection against the riffraff (cleverly disguised in Catholic school uniforms) that
loiter in the streets around campus. Thus, I
would pay $160- even $560- for a parking
permit , if university adm inistration would
agree to use the funds to keep a steady supply of black-and-white wooden boards
ready for instillation at a moment's notice.
I challenge all who are too quick to jump
on the anti-parking-permit bandwagon to
stop and think about what their $60 buys:
1.5 inch barriers that protect our campus
parking lots from the dangerous outside
world- well, at least they protect our campus from morons who can't figure out that
thegatescan be broken by a truck, car, or lOyear-old with a strong arm and a wiffle ba II
bat. And doesJCU really want people that
stupid on campus?
$60 is a small pnce to pay forth JS sort of
protect ion.
Jen mfer B. Buckley
Grad Student

New '1.1FE'' Resolutions
Welcome back fellow john Carroll studems and Happy New Year. Nineteen
ninety-six is already far behind and 1997
stands before us. Perhaps this is the year
that great things happen to you. Perhaps
this is the year you land that job you've
always wanted or your beloved proposes
to you. At any rate, you can be sure for mulating their New Year's resolutions.
Each january it's the same thing. Americans take their dreams, hopes and unresolved desires then organize them into a
list of goa Is they feel are worthy of attainment I'll bet you have some of your own A
few of the most common resolutions are to
quit smoking, lose weight, make more
money or to find the right mate. l th ink it's
time for a change. Don't you? Perhaps we
should get away from New Year's resolutions and start having new life resolutions.
Why do I say this, you may ask? Because
New Year's resolutionsareideally supposed
to be acted upon in the year they are identified. If they aren't achieved by the end of
December we feel a small amount of disappointment. Then the process repeats itself
the following year. Let's be realistic. You
rarely meet an individual who keeps their
resolutions each year. Most of us don't follow through with the goals we've selected.
In fact, by February the majority of us have
already given up on half of them.
With new life resolutions, you have an
entire lifetime to attam your goa ls. You
don't have to be disappomted when the
year is over because you didn't keep you
resolution. Alsostartinga new life cancels
out the idea that you won't keep your goals.
All the failures and mistakes of the past
don't matter anymore. Let's start the year
off realizmg that we are in a new era of
existence and experience. There are opportunities waiting to be taken advantage
of and unhmued possibilities m this new
life! Can you be successful and accomplish
things you've never accomplished before?
Certainly, bu1 m order todothat it 's impor-

--

tant to acknowledge something.
Do you really want to change your life?
lf the answer is yes, then go ahead. Do those
things you've always wanted to dol The
onlyobstaclein your path is your own inhibitions' Seize the day today, and you'll have
no regrets tomorrow.
Dwane Mclaughlin
Class of 1998

JR. Class Secretary apologizes
I would like to take this opportunity to
express my sincere apology to the student
body and staff of john Carroll University.
At the most recent JUSTICE conference, l
embellished my credentials and as well as
my rote in resolving the recent Student
Union budget crisis. I misrepresented myself as well as poorly represented john Carroll and the integrity of its students. For
this, I am sorry. I have learned from this
mistake, paid reparations for my actions,
and 1 ensure that 1 will never again exert
such poor judgment.

-

Jeff Becherer
j R. Class Secretary
The Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor. as it is
our way of knowing what you
like or dislike i!bout the CN.
the campus or life in generill.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday. in
the C/Voflice, to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submitted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only if there is
additional space available. We
reserve the right to edit letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
your phone number.

r

Market Place
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The Carroll News, January 23, 1997
Cloulllecl ado coot $2.50 for tile flrot ten wordo and $.20 for each additional word. To
place • eluollled ad, It muot be typed or h-..rltten elellfly anclleJibly and oent to or
dr-d off ot tile Carroll Newo office with poyment. Claoollled ado will not run without
pre-jlayment. Clooollledo will not be token.,.., tile phone. The deadline for elnolllad ado
lo noon of tile Monday prlot to pubiiC8tlon
-IDUIIII:

Tile Carroll - ·

20100- Park ...,...,..lty HefJhls, Oblo 441.18

HELP WANTED

energy individuals for all
positions. We offer flexible
Men I women earn $480 hours . Leaders may be
weekly assembling circuit considered for management
boards
I
electron ic positions. Please apply in
components at home . person to 5433 Mayfield
Experience unnecessary, will Road , Lyndhurst at 460train. Immediate openings 1910 or to 3750 Orange
in your local area. Call 1- Place, Beachwood at 831 520-680-7891 ext. C200 if 0031 .
interested.

SITTERS NEEDED

smoking. Great for seniors,
graduate students, or faculty.
Only $500 - $650 per month.
Please leave message at
291 -8458 or 932-9215 if
interested.
Large room with full bath in
private home near JCU
campus.
Cooking and
laundry privileges. Call (216)
321-4801 if interested.

Free T-shirt + $1000. Credit
Card
fundraisers
for Responsible sitter needed One and two bedroom
fraternities , sororities, and for my eight and four year apartment
for
rent.
groups.
Any campus old girls .
Occasional Appliances , carpet, and
organization can raise up to weekday
evenings. garage.
$1000 by earning a whopping Transportation a plus. Call
M I S C .
$5.00 /VISA application. Call Joann at 371-3317.
1-800 -932-0528 ext. 65 .
Qualified callers recieve Reliable, caring babysitter Spring Break Bahamas Party
FREE T-SHIRTI
for good 7 year old , waking Cru ise!
6 days $279 !
distance from campus. Includes all meals, parties,
Compassionate person Tuesday and Thursday 3:15 and taxes. Great beaches
needed to help with cancer to 6pm. Call371 -21 08 after and nightlife! Leaves from
patient. 2-3 hours I day, four 7pm.
Ft .
Lauderdale!
days I week. $7.00 I hour. If
www.springbreaktravel.com
FOR RENT
interested , please call
or call 1-800-678-6386 for
Victoria at 371 -5884 in the
more information.
evenings.
Can be partially furnished.
Located 2 miles north of JCU Cancun and Jamaica Spring
PizzariaUno'sChicago Bar & on South Belvoir Blvd. at Break Specials! 7 nights air
Grill is actively seeking high Mayfield Road. No pets 1no and hotel from $429! Save

$150 on food, drinks, and
free parties! 100% lowest
price
guarantee!
www.springbreaktravel.com
or call 1-800-678-6386.

Cocoa Beach Hilton $169!
www.springbreaktravel .com
or call 1-800-678-6386.

Florida Spring Break!
Panama City! Room with
kitchen near bars $119!
Daytona- best location $139!
Florida's new hotspot -

Congrats Pam on your new
job. Maybe you can fix my
credit history now!! G.

te. a-oound

17. ~

1a AboLI
19. Curved molding

20. Obtain
22. D<lpoi!ment
24. Hamlton'a Prov.
25. Yeomed

211. c.ndled
29. Follows drutic or d,.
30. Tennis' Monica
34. FOOibel'o Ronnie
35. B r - y llgn

36. Try
37. Skll

38.Bestowa
40. Solerm promise
41. Window traaii"'WlrU
43. Commetclodo
44. Fnao~Mmer game fish
45. Falller Junlpero
46. Office holdela. 47. Demand
48. Mluoull tribe
50. Tango numbef
51 . SIIIJ(enc.

pruceup

~ . _Blanc

DOWN
I. Calloonlot AI
2. ~
' Botanltl
3 . Blaclc white cookie

Mike
Marland

Happy Birthday CM!!

ACROSS
I . Hetlhey, PA prod.
5. Ftlghlen
10. Nlnny'o c:arrtoge
14. Precedee opece
15. SUm

62. Group o1 nallono
63. Musical compoollon
64. Groel< god oiWir
85. Sound mind
85. Ma. Ruaao trt al

by

PERSONALS

Pros and Cons

54. CoeQ<Ma18
II&. a-bal'l Mally

R.F.D.

Emil 1D tile 01 et
carroJINewo@jcvaxa.JC&U>Ckl

4. /flVMI

5. Begin

44.7Vshaw
46. Set flre
47. Possesa

6. Ice cream holder
7. Devoured
8. Rotten

9. 'Rocket Man' Jolvl
tO. Pusher

49. Br"""'""'~

so. Hues

21 . Nice one
23. Egg holden

51. Taxies
52. Earthenware crock
53. Followa high or after
54. Cipher
55. Art:hloct Saarinen
56. City In Yemen

26. Showy ftow.,.

60. Old Sol

11 . Balog,_ aauee
12. Mr. Baldwin
13. Tracie competition

27. c:asablanca's Pel8f
28. ROS& fragrance
29. Val's son
31 . Furiol.a
32. Summon
33. Waste conduit

35. Cry for help
36. Jrs.~

36. Oeslsl
39. Mr. Murrow and42. Make

P. 0. Box 461. Schenectaly, NY 12301
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DOUGII
by
Alex
Howell

GEORGE
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by

"Mr. Jason, some
anonymous yet concerned
friends of yours feel you
need help."

Mark
Szorady

fheSpats
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__

by
Jeff
Pickering

Out

On

R· Limb
by
Gary
Kopervaa
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•Marge, am I still funky?"

